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Preface and Acknowledgements
Ngā mihi nui ki ā tātou hoamahi!
Greetings to all our Te Pūkenga colleagues and associates!
On behalf of the 2020 National Research Symposium Organising Committee, we are delighted to
introduce this volume of proceedings, and to celebrate the coming together of our colleagues from
across the country in this most challenging of times. Our symposium theme: “Kotahitanga: He
mahingā tahi – working in partnership to improve outcomes for learners and communities” has never
been more pertinent. Our teachers and learners, our hapū, iwi and hāpori, our industry and business
partners have all been affected by the challenges posed by the CoVid-19 pandemic; we need adaptive,
innovative partnerships to help everyone thrive and discover their potential.
The nine papers offered in this publication present a range of discussions, reviews, accounts of
practice and scholarship offering examples of co-created positive change. Authors represent diverse
disciplines, and a range of cultural and organisational contexts, but we hope that you will find not only
transferable features and strategies, but equally important enlightenment and inspiration.
All the papers included in this publication have undergone a double-blind review process, using at
least two reviewers for each paper. Less experienced reviewers were matched with more experienced
reviewers to ensure quality reviews. We are extremely grateful to all of those people who reviewed
the papers for the guidance and support they offered to the authors. We know that for some this was
their first experience of being a reviewer and we were very impressed by the reviewers’ attention to
detail. The quality of the reviews has ensured the high quality of the published papers.
We gratefully acknowledge the following reviewers:
Cath Fraser (co-editor)
Heather Hamerton (coeditor)
Judi Honeyfield
David Guccione

Cath de Monchy
Philippa Crombie
Elizabeth Youard
Pavitra Dhamija
Karen Harvey

Jane Ewens
Jennifer Wood
Sue Werry
August Du

Working together in professional partnerships was a huge part of our mahi as a committee behind the
scenes. Together we peer-reviewed 85 abstracts and coordinated responses to our presenters. We
edited and proofread. We adjusted our dates from April to September, and our platform from faceto-face to virtual hosting – with all the concomitant logistical and technology challenges. Our sincere
thanks to all who helped, and to all who came and shared so generously.

Ngā manaakitanga - Ka kite anō!

Heather Hamerton & Cath Fraser
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Editorial
Against the backdrop of the Reform of Vocational Education (RoVE) in Aotearoa New Zealand, our
symposium theme of “Kotahitanga: He mahingā tahi – working in partnership to improve outcomes
for learners and communities” could hardly be timelier. As institutes of technology and polytechnics
(ITPs) seek to meld their individual senses of identity into a single, nation-wide vision of our role in
tertiary education, it is our community and industry connections, our focus on employability, and
preparing our learners for the future world of work that most often come to mind. As a sector we
pride ourselves on the applied nature of our programmes: their relevance and practicality. So too, our
research seeks to contribute specific and practical solutions, or undertake critical and evaluative
inquiry to inform discipline and pedagogical development. The nine quality-assured papers which
appear in this collection offer a range of ideas, examples and testimonies about research projects –
proposed, underway and completed. We hope from the 2020 Symposium, and these resultant
Proceedings, there will be much to interest and inspire our Te Pūkenga colleagues across the country.
Our symposium theme was conceptualised as a framework to encompass the many, varied and
mutually beneficial partnerships that exist between our organisations and our stakeholders and
partners, including those yet to be realised with the establishment of Te Pūkenga – New Zealand
Institute of Skills and Technology. Within this framework, we posed three sub-themes for presenters
and authors to consider the myriad of partnerships learners may encounter during their study
experience. The first of these sub-themes was “Co-creating research outcomes with hapū, iwi and
hāpori”.
Meredith’s paper, “Lost in translation” is an excellent example of a re-imagined learner-educator
partnership model, in which role-reversal saw Māori and Pasifika students sharing language and
indigenous knowledge with a Pākehā-dominated academic faculty. The approach has the potential
not only to decolonise the teaching space, but also to enrich both parties with insight into one
another’s worldviews. Fa’aea and colleagues share a related story, in a different space. This account
describes the value and learning that comes from sharing Pacific cultural intelligence with other
teaching staff, to grow culturally responsive curricula and pedagogy across the organisation.
Cherrington and her co-authors take a different approach, focussing beyond the classroom and
institute to consider how New Zealand can achieve environmental sustainability through Māori iwi
(tribe) and hapū (subtribe) relationships with land and sea, via the Zero Carbon Act. Their paper argues
the opportunities for research partnerships that draw on holistic, mātauranga Māori approaches.
Our second sub-theme was “Adaptive systems for enhanced industry and learner outcomes”
including employability, internships and work-based learning. Five papers addressed this theme: two
in a general discussion of learning models and skill development, two as learning experiences
embedded in a particular programme and topic, and one demonstrating student contributions to
industry work experience settings. Mann and Nelson’s paper about experiential learning describes
how students undertake projects with clients in a capstone course to learn and apply collaborative
and leadership skills. Schmidt and Greaves, from the same organisation as the authors of the previous
paper, describe how these and other employability skills are itemized and evidenced in a capability
framework: how this was developed and what it looks like in one selected programme.
Honeyfield et al. offer an account of a particular group of third-year Bachelor of Nursing students in
their final practicum placement, and the skill development and contributions they were able to make
in a mental health setting. Data gathered and analysed in a partnership project with Lakes District
Health Board shows the value of exploratory workplace research for both on-site care planning and
educational delivery. Also focusing on mental health is research into the mental health issues of social
work degree students, undertaken by Wong and colleagues. As they note, “Life situations can be
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positive and negative, and many things can be happening while students are studying.” Their paper
describes how involving students as partners in the research helped them to understand the factors
involved, the sources of support, and gain strategies for developing resilience. With mental health a
recognised and growing issue in our communities, initiatives such as this which prepare learners to
tackle complex and challenging problems offer a solid foundation for graduates’ work-readiness.
Finally, Singh et al. offer a different approach to workplace learning, with an account of how
automotive students’ research reports provided valuable insights into customer service facilities and
customer care that have potential to improve workshop practices and customer satisfaction.
Our final sub-theme was “Embracing disequilibrium”, in which we encouraged delegates to consider
innovative models and contributions to our future organisation and partnerships. Our final two papers
address this topic: Benians and Terry call for a collegial community of practice in learning and teaching
across the ITP sector; Airehrour and his co-authors look to industry leaders for lessons in
environmental stewardship and sustainability as vignettes from which students may learn. The first
discusses practical solutions such as educational technologies, training resources, workshops and
professional conversations for teachers; the second suggests examples of good practice from industry
as material for teachers. Both papers contain a ‘call to action’ – to get involved, to co-create
knowledge and to actively influence the world of our future.
The editors would like to acknowledge all of the authors who submitted their papers for review, took
the time to participate in the review and editorial process and were willing to accept feedback and
rework their papers to achieve a successful outcome. It’s been a partnership and a privilege.
Thank you.

Cath Fraser and Heather Hamerton
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Lost in translation: A pilot study for a decolonized
classroom
Kim Meredith, Southern Institute of Technology
kim@pacificechoes.com

Abstract
A language workshop implementing the principles of ako, tuakana/teina and talanoa, whereby
students teach academic staff conversational language in their heritage tongue, was devised to
investigate a way for academic staff to better understand students’ worldviews. Data was collected
through semi-structured one-on-one interviews and researcher observations. Initial research findings
show the experience enriched and enhanced educator/student relationships. Academic staff
experienced the challenges of learning a second language and students felt valued for their knowledge
of their heritage language/s. There was a high percentage of bi-lingual (and tri-lingual) speakers
amongst the student body reflecting the school's 47% Māori and Pasifika learners whereas 83% of the
academic staff were mono-lingual, reflective of the predominantly Pākehā staff. This presentation
offers insight into strategies for educators that may be useful to better understand Māori and Pasifika
students struggling in the tertiary environment.
Keywords: tuakana, teina, ako, talanoa, challenging western hegemony, bilingual speakers,
multilingual speakers, decolonising classrooms.

Background
In my practice as a tertiary Pasifika educator working on a Pākehā dominated teaching staff, it quickly
became apparent to me that I had a rapport with Māori and Pasifika students that other educators
did not. In discussions with staff, it was apparent that some lacked what Bartolomé (1994) terms
‘political clarity’, to understand students’ situation enough to feel effective in teaching them.
In conceiving of a new interface between these students and Pākehā academic lecturers, I reflected
on a series of occurrences that had given me insights. These drew on indigenous knowledge, and
flattening of the traditional teacher/student hierarchy in the classroom.
One such occurrence was when I was helping a student, affiliated to a northern iwi, to complete an
exercise that involved devising a strategy to evacuate a small-inhabited island, that was the site of an
unfolding natural disaster. We read through the information and noted the existing resources and he
soon concluded the task was too difficult. Despite encouragement, he was resigned, shaking his head
and saying the task was impossible to complete.
I recognized a need to re-contextualize the scenario, to shift the ontology from a western worldview,
to a knowledge framework he already held. I sought a number of tactics to draw on his worldview, so
he could better understand the question and complete the task. I asked him to imagine the inhabitants
were his whānau – ‘How are you going to rescue your grandparents, your parents, your cousins, your
brothers and sisters? They are relying on you!’ The change was immediate; he sat up with newfound
focus. He discussed several scenarios while I played devil’s advocate pointing out the possible
outcomes of each step. By re-contextualizing the scenario to te ao Māori, where whānau underpins
culture, this shifted the hypothetical to a real-world task and employed a constructivist, studentcentred approach, shifting the ontology.
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The educational content in this example embodied a western lens, focusing on separate parts of the
whole. This in itself appeared to pose the greater challenge to the student’s capacity. As Freire states,
‘reading the world always precedes reading the word, and reading the word implies continually
reading the world’ (Freire and Macedo, 1987 p. 23). It is one thing for the student to have the ability
to read and understand the material, but learning is more effective if it is relatable and applicable to
their worldview.
This experience helped shift the focus of my practice to investigate ways to meet the cultural needs of
students, rather than students attempting to access the educational environment solely via a western
construct. There is a clear argument that the mode and institution of education needs to move beyond
a ‘one size fits all’ as argued by Bartolomé (1994), moving beyond an instructional recipe book of
teaching methods: “It is important that teachers keep in mind that methods are social constructions
that grow out of and reflect ideologies that often prevent teachers from understanding the
pedagogical implications of asymmetrical power relations among different cultural groups”
(Bartolomé, 1994, p. 177).
Mātauranga Māori (the indigenous knowledge of Aotearoa) resides in its own space and includes
forms of ‘being’ (ontology) and ‘knowing’ (epistemology) by the peoples who over the duration of
thousands of years navigated and settled across the Pacific Islands to eventually arrive and settle in
Aotearoa New Zealand (Smith et al., 2016).
Smith (1997) makes the point that transforming the mode and the institution is not sufficient. It is the
political context of unequal power relations that must be challenged and changed. The hegemony
must be broken down through working with indigenous knowledge so as to provide “the ability to
build new social relations that provide a counterpoint to the hegemonic relations of power.” (Kina &
Gonçalves, 2018, p. 368).
Pasifika educators comprise only 1.7% of the tertiary academic workforce in New Zealand (Naepi,
2019) despite being 7.4% of the New Zealand population (Stats New Zealand Tatauranga Aotearoa,
2019). As the sole Pasifika female educator in my workplace, I identified a need to bridge the cultural
divide between the educators and students. A review of the staff in my workplace showed only 17%
were Māori and Pasifika, whereas 47% of the student body was Māori and Pasifika. It is unsurprising
that this mismatch of representation has led to incongruence between the educators’ worldviews and
learners’ worldviews.
I was aware a high number of Māori and Pasifika students were multilingual. I saw this as an
opportunity to bridge the gap, as only two Pākehā academic staff were not monolingual. In piloting a
series of language workshops on campus, where the students teach their primary language to the
educators, this could go some way to reconciling their disparate worldviews, while redressing the
hegemonic power relations.
The objective of the model was to place educators and learners in an environment where they could
inadvertently test assumptions that are often (but not always) taken for granted. This led to the
research question for the pilot study:
Can a language workshop be useful for educators to better understand students’
worldviews?
And a sub-question:
Can a language workshop assist in students gaining agency?
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Research Design
For the research design I conceived of devising a situation conducive to fostering engagement
between educators and students, which drew on the te ao Māori concepts, ako, tuakana/teina,
whanaungatanga, and manaakitanga. This was based on an idea for the students to utilize their
knowledge of their heritage language/s to teach the academic staff.
The Māori concept of ako was a useful pedagogical approach for this pilot study. Ako means to teach
as well as learn, and in te ao Māori (the Māori worldview) it is an accepted practice for these roles to
interchange, for the learner to teach and for the teacher to learn (Pere, 1994). This concept is also
implemented in the tuakana/teina approach, where there is a flattening of the hegemonic
teacher/student hierarchy, to being more like peers or a partnership (Smith, 2017). Tuakana means
older sibling and teina is younger sibling. The model is derived from the principle of whanaungatanga,
which deals with practices that strengthen the bonds of kinship, as well as ako (Pere, 1994). With this
te ao Māori approach, a change in the usual power structure of the teacher/student hierarchy was
possible in the hope of enabling effective interaction. To achieve this, students taught conversational
language in their heritage tongue to the educators in language workshops, held before the
commencement of class on campus. This approach also drew on the Tongan and Samoan oral
traditions of talanoa, involving face-to-face exchange (Vaioleti, 2006). Manaakitanga (hospitality) was
extended by the researcher, with breakfast supplied. This was important to create a relaxed
environment, and meeting in the presence of kai is in keeping with kaupapa Māori and kaupapa
Pasifika.

Methodology
Phenomenological case study approach
In order to understand the experience of the ako paradigm, the research required a methodology to
capture the lived experience of the student shifting to a teaching role, and simultaneously the
educator assuming a learner role, in a case study of a language workshop.
Lester (1999) speaks of phenomenology and its concern with the study of experience from the
perspective and perception of the individual. This research undertakes a phenomenological approach
to explore and understand in depth, the impact of participating in the language workshops: “A
phenomenon is a thing that is known to us through our senses… It is experienced directly, rather than
being conceived in the mind as some abstract concept or theory” (Denscombe, 2007, p.97).

Method
With approval from the institution’s ethics committee, students who identified as being fluent in two
or more languages were invited to teach their heritage language to educators, who were all invited.
Academic staff members were also invited to take part in the workshops, and offered to learn a second
language at conversational level. The workshops were held before the commencement of classes on
campus.
The room was a classroom capable of holding at least 30 people, and with the capacity to spread out.
Student and educators were paired up to sit opposite each other, or side by side. The supply of
refreshments such as hot drinks and a hot breakfast was crucial. Prior to the workshops, many of the
students had not taught before and some of the academic staff expressed anxiety about learning a
second language. The breakfast was intended to help the workshop participants experience a relaxed,
welcoming and warm environment that was conducive to creating trust, and potentially help realign
the power differential between the educator/learner dynamic. The workshops were supervised and
facilitated by the researcher, but students led the sessions.
The workshops were held weekly over a month; each session typically drew 6-8 attendees. Student
speakers of te reo Māori, Samoan, Tongan, Filipino, Spanish, Persian, Parsi and Afrikaans were present.
Proceedings of the 2020 ITP Research Symposium
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Staff members were in attendance. Students taught academic staff members greetings and phrases,
and immigrant students shared stories and insights from their homelands.
Those who attended the language workshops (students and educators) were then invited to
participate in a confidential semi-structured interview session, kanohi ki te kanohi (one-on-one). Three
students (participants, A, B, C) and three educators (participants D, E, F) consented to participate in
the interviews. Themes emerged from the inductive analysis of the data, which are presented below.

Findings
The research participants were asked to reflect on the workshop sessions and questioned about the
experience, including why they chose to attend, what was their overall experience as an attendee, and
what were their views on the format, in particular the interchange of roles using the tuakana/teina
model, and the nature of the exchange of knowledge. The following themes emerged:

A sense of Community
All six participants interviewed spoke of a sense of community. Both students and academic staff
members shared that the experience of taking part in a new activity was relatively fun; there weren’t
any expectations from the session other than showing up to meet people and have breakfast.
‘I’ll be honest, I came for the bagels but I actually enjoyed myself. I got to know
people and they got to know me, now when I see them in the hallways, we wave to
each other and stuff. It’s really cool.’ Participant C.
The participants noted the morning sessions were relaxing and specifically staff talked about the
communal experience enriching the school community.
‘I don’t even get to have breakfast with my own family. It’s just a huge rush to get
out the door, making sure my kids have what they need. It was nice just to sit and
shoot the breeze with my students. I think I learnt more about them in such a short
period of time. We should do this all the time.’ Educator participant D
A strong community was a quality all participants stated that they believed underpinned the learning
experience. Most were in favour of continuing the workshops or a similar type of activity that could
continue to foster these relationships and support the educational environment.
‘The more that students come along and be involved, well you’re growing their
awareness. They get a sense of this environment and how they are in it. I’ve talked
to students, they come to class but they still feel isolated from their class. It’s
important to make these connections and build a sense of community, and how
they fit into that. A happy student is going to learn much better.’ Educator
Participant F
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English As A Second Language
Academic staff members all said they struggled learning new phrases and also putting themselves in
the ‘learner’ seat, and relying on the guidance and experience of their students created some
discomfort. However, despite their levels of anxiety the experience overall was positive and insightful.
‘It made me realise how hard learning is, that was useful to empathize with my
students. Also I learnt so much about them, their stories through the languages
they spoke. That was humbling, I felt a bit inadequate that they could speak several
languages and I only knew one. I had an ear for Samoan so that helped but
generally I was pretty hopeless. Luckily I had a very understanding teacher!’
Educator participant E
The student participants found the experience of teaching challenging but generally positive. None
had any prior experience and the researcher gave them a briefing around themes with a list of
guidelines. Undertaking the task of teacher gave them a new perspective when thinking about their
teachers and what was involved in that job on a daily basis. They thought staff had made good
attempts, trying their best to pronounce their heritage language. This made them appreciate and
value their cultural heritage. The student participants found sharing their heritage story with academic
staff members in the workshop sessions a rewarding and positive experience, bolstering their
confidence.
‘I didn’t even think it was a big deal, my language, but turns out it is. It was exciting
that the teachers were really interested. They asked all sorts of questions about my
grandparents, where we have travelled and lived. I don’t want you to think I’ve got
a big head but it made me feel important.’ Student participant A

The Leveller
The experience of the interchanging of roles between academic staff and teachers proved to be
insightful. Staff took a back seat while the students came to the fore, and from the participant
interviews the format provided the right conditions to enter into meaningful exchange and dialogue
and much learning took place.
‘Many of my Māori and Pasifika students are quiet in class. I’ve got a totally new
take on who they are now. They don’t even think it’s a big deal; they have this
incredible amount of knowledge.’ Educator participant E
Students said they enjoyed taking the lead; the experience gave them an increased sense of selfconfidence as well a renewed perspective of their cultural heritage. This was a rewarding aspect,
sharing their cultural knowledge and seeing the interest through the eyes of the academic staff.
‘My culture is a big deal with my family but outside of that, especially at uni I’ve
never thought of it any other way. It’s a cool thing, to realise you already have this
knowledge. I thought everyone was the same but turns out, it’s not like that… its
cool seeing yourself through someone else’s eyes, and you can see they’re really
interested.’ Student participant B

A different worldview
Staff members also commented that the workshops were unassuming with a ‘feel good’ environment
but it was important to understand the knowledge exchange that had occurred. Students had used an
informal method to deliver their teaching and with the manaakitanga of a welcoming and relaxed
environment with the provision of breakfast, the workshops proved to be effective.
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‘It felt like they were using a talanoa method, talking it out over a meal. You don’t
realise that you’re actually learning something new, learning about your student
while you’re trying to get your tongue around these phrases. I felt privileged to be
there, as well as wholly inadequate.’ Educator participant D
All student participants said they experienced a renewed sense of pride regarding their cultural
heritage. The experience of sharing their stories and history felt like a stock take exercise,
understanding the resources within, how they had already learned this culture as well as taking on the
task of learning several other languages.
‘It gave me an appreciation of what I have, our place in the world, the way we do
things. That was awesome and I think we should do this all the time. More people
need to try this.’ Student participant A

Conclusion
Responses to the language workshop were positive, from both student and educator participants. The
model shows encouraging potential for educators to gain insights into student’s worldviews, through
the utilisation of methods such as ako, tuakana/teina, and talanoa. Reciprocally, the students were
empowered by the experience of sharing their language knowledge, which was also affirmed by the
educators’ interest in this. The study points to a possible way forward to interface with meaningful
dialogue and engagement. Using such kaupapa Māori and kaupapa Pasifika approaches decolonises
the teaching space, and may be particularly helpful for Māori and Pasifika students who are familiar
with these approaches. Likewise, for educators, this may provide an effective teaching tool to straddle
differing worldviews. Given the small sample size it is imperative to test the model further,
incorporating at the very least the utilization of the indigenous principles of the interface.
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Abstract
In the Pasifika Development Office (PDO) at Manukau Institute of Technology (MIT), we have been
working on providing strategic advice through the use of Pacific cultural intelligence workshops which
are underpinned by the four stages of the Cultural Intelligence (CQ) Framework by Van Dyne et al.
(2009). We adapted this framework, adding Pasifika academic worldviews that contribute to what we
call ‘Pasifika Cultural Intelligence’ (PCI). We articulate the ‘domestic diversity’ that exists within PCI;
worldviews that have helped Pacific peoples to sustain and promote kotahitanga/unity in and across
the Moana Oceania. These Pacific cultural workshops are customised and tailored to the capabilities
and learning desires of academic staff responsible for Pacific learner success, by strengthening their
own academic quality with “Pasifika applied research”. We foster academic learner success through
projects that support the implementation of MIT’s Pasifika Strategic Plan 2018-2023. Our focus is on
how to foster and nurture PCI by expanding Pasifika culturally responsive curricula and pedagogy
across MIT and strengthening our Pasifika Academic Sub-Committee that is made up of academic staff
with “Pacific hearts”. The design, development, delivery and evaluation of courses focus on key areas
with high participation by Pacific peoples. Academic staff are encouraged to engage in online
programmes that include understanding the challenges faced by Pacific peoples in the workplace and
a tertiary adaptation of the Tapasā cultural competencies framework, released by the Ministry of
Education and administered by the Education Council.

Introduction
A future focussed education report by Bolstad et al. (2012) highlights diversity as one of the key
themes. In this paper, we use the term ‘domestic diversity’ to outline the unique position of Pacific
peoples in Aotearoa/ New Zealand who have multiple ethnic backgrounds, and includes notions of
ethnicity, identity and diversity. The high representation of Pacific student failure has always been a
challenge to address in the tertiary context, and with countless research imploring for change to curb
this, many tertiary providers have been prompted to establish Pasifika culturally relevant initiatives.
Key studies in the tertiary sector that relate to our position with this paper focussing on the Pacific
education experience, have included the offering of internal staff workshops to increase Pasifika
cultural responsiveness (Aumua & Tominiko, 2015) and the monitoring of first year Māori and Pasifika
student tracking support programmes (Ross, 2008). This paper focuses on the outputs generated by
the work of the Pasifika Development Office in close collaboration with the Pasifika Academic Sub-
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Committee (PAC) in highlighting Pasifika cultural intelligence and the process through which this was
developed through the Tapasā Cultural Competencies Framework and cultural intelligence workshops.
The PDO team works to provide strategic Pasifika advice to support Pasifika students, Pasifika
languages and other programmes, clubs, and activities. It also acts as a service centre to support
Pasifika research, providing evidence-based workshops such as Pasifika cultural intelligence for both
internal and external staff and stakeholders, with further initiatives that include Pasifika community
engagement and Pasifika based organisations that would benefit from partnerships and connections
with MIT. The PDO is based in MIT’s Pasifika Community Centre which is designed to be a gathering
place for all Pasifika communities in Auckland and a prominent community facility.
Our point of difference at MIT is the establishment and inclusion of PAC which provides a Pasifika
perspective about academic programmes and issues that concern Pasifika academic staff or academic
staff with “Pasifika hearts”. The PAC sits under the Academic Committee at MIT. The membership of
PAC includes ex-officio positions such as the Deputy Chief Executive Pacific and Student Journey,
Pasifika elders who are academic staff, representatives appointed from each campus, members from
PDO, members who can be co-opted for a period of time, a Māori representative from Te Komiti
Tangata Whenua, and Pasifika students nominated by the Student Council.
Two of the major outputs since the inception of PAC have been the inclusion of the tertiary adaptation
of the Tapasā Cultural Competencies Framework and the endorsement of the internal PCI online
courses designed to increase academic staff engagement of Pasifika learners at MIT. For clarification,
throughout this paper, there are a number of terms that we use interchangeably to explain our
position in terms of Pacific knowledge. We use the terms ‘Pasifika’ and ‘Pacific peoples’
interchangeably. At the same time, when discussing cultural intelligence in this paper, we
acknowledge other terminologies that are used in this space. These include cultural safety, cultural
competency, and cultural training.

The Pasifika Development Office (PDO)
A key priority of the PDO is to implement the MIT Pasifika Strategic Plan (2018-2023) released in
December 2018. This strategic plan is grouped under four key goals which identify key factors
fundamental to Pasifika student success:
1. Transform Pasifika student success
2. Establish powerful connections
3. Strengthen academic quality
4. Grow Pasifika capability.
Each of the goals is manifested in the creation of each specific PDO team member role, so that the
implementation of these goals falls into responsibilities of each individual’s work output. Our Deputy
Chief Executive Pasifika & Student Journey is tasked with encouraging potential students to choose
MIT as a wonderful place to study. This role works closely with all the General Managers of MIT
campuses for student success. Our Senior Pasifika Manager manages the PDO team at MIT’s Pasifika
Community Centre (PCC) and implements the MIT Pasifika Strategic Plan 2018-2023 with Pasifika
research evidence. Our Pasifika Partnerships Consultant secures PCI workshops with external clients
such as TVNZ, NZ Corrections and ADHB. Our Pasifika Relations Advisor fosters community
engagement and creates new external relationships for MIT through our local networks such as
Thriving Otara, made up of over 33 organisations from health, government sector, non-profit,
education provider and corporate backgrounds. Our Team Administrator hosts all community groups
who book our meeting rooms at the Pacific Community Centre. This role supports the PDO team with
all of the events we host and workshops we deliver. MIT recognised an opportunity to launch Pasifika
cultural Intelligence workshops as both a product and service to both inform and transform
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organisations by increasing their knowledge and application of Pacific systems and values into their
ways of working (as discussed later in the section on Pasifika Cultural Intelligence).

Cultural Intelligence Framework (CQ)
The Cultural Intelligence (CQ) framework by Van Dyne et al. (2009) uses four stages that show people
how to acquire cultural intelligence, particularly those people who need to improve their cultural
knowledge about a culture that does not match their own. The four stages include metacognitive
cultural intelligence, cognitive cultural intelligence, motivational cultural intelligence and behavioural
cultural intelligence. Metacognitive cultural intelligence focuses on having the awareness to identify
the gaps in your knowledge about connecting with peoples of cultures other than your own. Cognitive
cultural intelligence seeks out the avenues of support that will allow you to address the identified gaps
in your knowledge by examining yourself in cultural interactions. Your speech and actions articulate
your understanding of culture (Fa’aea-Semeatu, 2015). Motivational cultural intelligence focuses on
what will make you move, to make the changes required to address the identified gaps in your
knowledge. For example, ‘How will you make sense of the changes that you need to make, what will
those differences mean for you and how will your changes in turn, motivate others?’ Behavioural
cultural intelligence identifies that you have chosen to actively address your lack of cultural
intelligence by committing to a series of actions that will manifest in a change in your behaviour
(Fa’aea-Semeatu, 2015).
There is a growing trend in health research that leans towards ‘cultural concordance’ but that is based
on the notion that ethnic, racial or language backgrounds of the clinicians in the health workforce
match that of the clients (Deamant et al., 2012). This would be an ideal situation if this could be true
in the tertiary education space, but in most cases, the ethnic, racial or language backgrounds of the
lecturer or tutor does not match those of the Pasifika students. Shared experiences in these cases
must be facilitated by those who can provide support to bridge the gap and provide training that will
lead to Pasifika learner success.

Pasifika Cultural Intelligence
Pacific peoples have been in New Zealand for more than a century and have contributed significantly
to the political, social and cultural fabric of this society (Mallon et al., 2012). Pacific peoples influence,
and will continue to influence, the demographic pattern, socio-cultural features and overall health and
wellbeing of New Zealand in the future as the population increases and ages (Finau & Tukuitonga
2000). Pacific peoples make up 7.4 percent of the general population and is the fastest growing ethnic
group in New Zealand (Statistics New Zealand, 2013). These statistics show why there is a growing
need for cultural competency that centres on maximising connections with Pacific peoples. Samu and
Suaalii-Sauni (2009) noted that cultural competency, “like cultural appropriateness and cultural safety,
seeks to challenge those involved in the exercise of governing, managing and delivering services to
Pacific peoples and their families in New Zealand” (p. 121). Similarly, cultural competency can also be
defined as “the ability to understand and appropriately apply cultural values and practices that
underpin Pacific people’s worldview and perspectives” (Tiatia & Foliaki, 2005, p. 3). Located in the
heart of South Auckland, the MIT Pasifika Development Office (PDO) saw a gap and a need in
addressing and supporting community groups, corporate spaces and education providers working
with Pacific peoples. The following section briefly highlights Pacific cultural intelligence with MIT staff
and external stakeholders.

MIT Internal Pacific Cultural Intelligence
In line with Goal 3 of the ‘MIT Pasifika Strategic Plan 2018-2023’ and the wider MIT Strategic Plan, the
intention of the MIT Internal Pasifika Cultural Intelligence (IPCI) initiative was to directly impact the
classroom, where lecturers employ their skills and expertise to effectively communicate with Pacific
students. In addition to relying on school‐provided support, such as professional development and
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curriculum design assistance, educators may develop cultural competency through a number of
techniques. To that end, in order to become culturally responsive educators at MIT, PDO has provided
cultural support and training for lecturers on how to assess their own cultural viewpoints and biases,
particularly when engaging with the culture of learners. Training includes exploring culturally
responsive pedagogy, to effectively engage with diverse families and communities. These first points
of support were delivered in face-to-face staff meetings with the various schools opting to be included
in workshop sessions with PDO staff who were primarily employed as Pasifika Academic Partners.
Since the dissolution of the Pasifika Academic Partner roles in 2019, PDO coincidentally developed
two specific online Pacific programmes for internal use by MIT staff. Developing online Pacific
programmes arose due to two reasons. First, an initial Pasifika Cultural Intelligence course tailored for
academic and allied staff was designed to address influences and issues facing Pacific peoples in the
workplace such as unconscious bias, diversity and inclusion. Second, a tertiary adaptation of the
Tapasā cultural competencies framework outlining six modules was designed to help to increase the
culturally responsive pedagogies of academic staff who teach programmes with Pasifika learners.
This pedagogical support was facilitated by organisational changes. In 2018, MIT became the first
tertiary provider to establish a Pacific Academic Sub-Committee (PAC) to report directly to the
institution’s Academic Committee with the purpose of providing a platform to review and make
suggestions for policies on curriculum development with a Pacific lens. This committee consists of
Pacific academic staff members, Pacific staff in senior leadership, PDO and students from the MIT
student council.
Two key outputs since the establishment of PAC in 2018 have been the development of the tertiary
adaptation of the Tapasā Cultural Competencies Framework and the committed inclusion of Māori
representation on the PAC with a view to establish indigenous research methodologies. PAC
addressed the need to include Pasifika culturally responsive pedagogies through the development of
the tertiary adaptation of the Tapasā Cultural Competencies Framework, as a continuation of the
initial groundwork laid down by the Pasifika Academic Partners in the early face-to-face sessions. PAC
and MIT’s Academic Committee have endorsed the layout of the Tapasā online course in six modules
that unpacks each cultural competency and invites academic staff to examine a specific programme
in their teaching and to apply the cultural competencies as is required. In line with Goal 3 of the ‘MIT
Pasifika Strategic Plan 2018-2013’, MIT is developing a Māori and Pacific Talent Pool strategy to
increase the number of Māori and Pacific academic staff. This commitment to increasing Māori and
Pacific academic staff supports and aligns with recent studies on the need to increase familiarity and
participation of Māori academics (McAllister et al., 2019) and Pasifika academics (Naepi, 2019) in
university spaces.
Inclusion of Māori representation on PAC comes in the form of the Māori Academic Sub-Committee Te Komiti Tangata Whenua. This decision was ratified in an Academic Committee meeting on May 6,
2020. Reciprocal inclusion of PAC membership on Te Komiti Tangata Whenua has also been
established. This move towards kotahitanga or unity as a critically fundamental step in ensuring that
kotahitanga aligns with the ideas of Treaty-based multiculturalism, shows the unique position of
Pasifika in relation to Te Tiriti o Waitangi. Fa’aea-Semeatu (2018) noted clearly the progression of
‘domestic diversity’ that exists as a result of how Pasifika are positioned in relation to their tuakana/
teina historical partnership, that continues to be recognised in Aotearoa New Zealand.
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MIT External Pacific Cultural Intelligence
Pacific peoples make up the youngest and fastest growing population in New Zealand, particularly in
South Auckland where Pacific people make up 40% (101,937 people) of the total population.
Workforce projections indicate that by 2026, Pacific people will make up a third of Auckland’s total
workforce (Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment, 2019). To that end and in line with Goal
2 of the ‘MIT Pasifika Strategic Plan 2018-2023’, PDO have carried out monthly Pasifika cultural
intelligence workshops with representatives from several community and elite sport groups,
education providers, non-profit organisations and government departments (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Pacific Cultural Intelligence workshop with external stakeholders from Ministry of Foreign
Aid Trade (MFAT), Safekids Aotearoa, Auckland Kindergarten Association, Wesley College, ACE
Aotearoa, New Zealand Corrections and Epsom Girls’ Grammar School. Photograph: Authors

For external stakeholders, we use six media clips from a web series entitled ‘Misadventures of a Pacific
Professional’ to address Pacific issues in the corporate workplace such as unconscious bias, diversity,
pronunciation and inclusion (Poporazzi Productions, 2019, June 1). These workshops include
developing and implementing a Pasifika strategic plan, fostering and improving Pacific knowledges
and using and applying Pacific research methodologies and worldviews. PDO acknowledged the
importance of learning and understanding language, cultures and greetings. However, encompassing
all of these notions of cultural intelligence has been the effort to move towards cultural competency.
In supporting external stakeholders, developing and implementing our Pacific language and cultural
values in policy and strategic plans ensured that organisations were transparent and accountable to
the success of Pacific peoples. More importantly, we explore the term ‘domestic diversity’ coined by
Fa’aea-Semeatu (2015) in addressing and explaining the climate of Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New
Zealand, as with many Pacific peoples today having multiple ethnic backgrounds it is only fair that we
express them in this way. This whole-day workshop consists of exploring the Pacific migration journey
and the value of surfacing and understanding cultural values, beliefs and systems.

Conclusion
Recommendations and initiatives to improve Pacific student success have been well documented by
researchers/practitioners alike, and it is fair to say that providing and developing culturally relevant
frameworks have aided in student success, but more work still needs to be done. While previous
research and workshops on Pacific cultural intelligence addressed the importance of culture and
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language, we acknowledge the term ‘domestic diversity’ (Fa’aea-Semeatu, 2015) as a new approach
to facilitating understanding. Through the course of this paper one aspect that sets MIT apart from
the rest, its commitment to improving Pasifika learner outcomes through the implementation of the
PAC injecting a Pasifika perspective about academic programmes and issues that concern Pasifika
academic staff or academic staff with a heart for Pasifika. PAC’s position in MIT’s Academic Committee
puts it in a perfect position for our academic and teaching staff to better inform and teach our Pasifika
learners. The inclusion of a Māori representative from Te Komiti Tangata Whenua and a PAC
representative in the Te Komiti Tangata Whenua illustrates the value in working together and solidifies
the shared/kotahitanga commitment for our learners.
In support of recent studies on Māori (McAllister et al., 2019) and Pasifika academics in university
spaces (Naepi, 2019), we propose the need to provide a snapshot of what this cohort would look like
from an ITP perspective as a useful step forward. Such a snapshot would include the following
institutions: Ara Institute of Canterbury, Eastern Institute of Technology, Manukau Institute of
Technology, Unitec, Nelson Marlborough Polytechnic, Northland Polytechnic, Open Polytechnic,
Otago Polytechnic, Southern Institute of Technology, Tai Poutini Polytechnic, Toi Ohomai Institute of
Technology, Universal College of Learning (UCOL), Wellington Institute of Technology and Whitireia
Community College, Waikato Institute of Technology, and Western Institute of Technology Taranaki.
This paper captures the work carried out by the PDO at MIT in addressing the importance of Pacific
cultural intelligence both internally (academic and allied staff at MIT) and externally (representatives
from non-government organisations, education providers and other stakeholders). These cultural
intelligence workshops are supported by cross-cultural frameworks (Van Dyne et al., 2009). As noted
earlier, MIT is paving the way in addressing Pacific student success by establishing a number of
significant programmes, some of which include implementing MIT’s Pasifika Strategic Plan, utilising
the academic strengths of PAC and using the tertiary adaptation of the Tapasā framework to move
our staff towards cultural competency.
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Abstract
Currently, there is insufficient research on how New Zealand can achieve environmental sustainability
through Māori iwi (tribe) and hapū (subtribe) relationships with land and sea, via the Zero Carbon Act.
It is now agreed emissions from human activities negatively impact our atmosphere and climate with
increasing frequency and ferocity. Applied research is vital to accelerate emissions mitigation action,
as industry effects are considerable. The Greenhouse Gas Inventory estimates that the agriculture
and energy sectors alone contribute almost 90% of New Zealand’s gross emissions, contributing to
global warming. The purpose of New Zealand’s Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon) Amendment
Act 2019 is to provide a climate change policy framework to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions under
the Paris Agreement. The Act is a ‘first step’ to carbon neutrality and nature restoration, but concrete,
urgent climate joint-action is needed to achieve targets under the Act’s mitigation framework. This
paper endeavours to address the research gap by considering specific beneficial partnerships that can
be realised by co-creating research outcomes with hapū and iwi in Aotearoa, New Zealand and the
cascading effect that the Act will have on other legislation, where mana whenua perspectives and
implications are key considerations for the achievement of carbon mitigation targets. The importance
of such a focus is in unlocking the potential of mātauranga (Māori knowledge systems), with relational
co-creation through research. Stakeholders of the newly established New Zealand Institute of Skills
and Technology (NZIST) must diligently teach, model and research sustainability in every discipline, as
employers demand graduates with environmental acumen.

Introduction
The Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon) Amendment Act 2019 (Zero Carbon Act) in Aotearoa,
New Zealand, is a framework to attain net-zero emissions by 2050. The Zero Carbon Act aligns New
Zealand’s Paris Agreement commitments, utilising steady, staged reductions of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions. The Act is criticised as a ‘weak outcome’, setting good signals until section 5ZM, where “no
remedy or relief is available for failure to meet the 2050 target or an emissions budget” with no
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enforcement in a court of law. The Climate Leaders Coalition includes heavy hitters of industry, and
is ‘on a mission to reduce emissions in New Zealand (www.climateleaderscoalition.org.nz/about).
For tertiary students and stakeholders within the newly formed NZIST, issues of climate change and
sustainability span every discipline; NZIST must figure boldly in our emissions mitigation initiatives.
The Australasian Campuses Towards Sustainability (ACTS) submitted to the Environment Select
Committee regarding the Zero Carbon Bill on behalf of 11 New Zealand tertiary providers. As
signatories to ACTS, tertiary providers must also “inspire, promote and support change towards best
practice sustainability within the operations, curriculum and research of the tertiary education sector”
(Australian Campuses Towards Sustainability, n.d.).
AIG’s recent Climate Change Survey (IAG, 2020) found 80% of Kiwis think we should do more to
understand climate change impacts; 79% agree climate change is an important issue personally.
Eighty-six per cent of us want climate change integrated in coronavirus economic recovery plans; we
know impacts are growing and underestimated. NZIST is ideally placed to upskill tertiary students on
sustainability.
New Zealand’s carbon emissions mitigation will largely depend on collaborations and partnerships
that lead to leveraged and focused action. Interdependencies of GHG-related industries and their
economic impacts will play a major role in determining policies around investment and uptake of
emission-reducing technologies. There will have to be incentives that accelerate emissions reduction
strategies, so that there will be a positive impact on GHG mitigation, in order to meet the targeted
goals in the Zero Carbon Act. Without focused effort intellectually, politically and with our available
resources, a scatter-gun approach may diminish actions (Blaschke, 2020).
The New Zealand Greenhouse Gas Inventory is the official yearly estimate of total human-generated
GHG emissions and removals, tracking a 24% increase in emissions between 1990 and 2018 (Ministry
for the Environment, 2020). Currently, almost 90% of the nation’s gross emissions derive from the
agriculture and energy sectors, and the Land Use, Land-Use Change and Forestry (LULUCF) sector
offset nearly one third of gross emissions in 2018 (Ministry for the Environment, 2020). Harvested
timber is a key factor contributing to gross emissions, so deforestation issues are of critical concern.
The honourable James Shaw, climate minister for the Green Party, states that the Greenhouse Gas
Inventory report is “the most up to date picture of how much we still have to do to solve climate
change. Narrowing the gap between where we are now, and where we need to be, is the difference
between handing our children a better world, or more crises in the future” (Shaw, 2020).
Te Tiriti o Waitangi (The Treaty of Waitangi) partnership will be fundamentally important to achieving
environmental sustainability through Māori iwi (tribe) and hapū (subtribe) relationships with land and
sea. Perspectives that are intergenerational will be vital in finding solutions that have lasting effect
(Carter, 2019). Therefore, scholarly and applied Māori research will support achievement of our
nation’s environmental aspirations.

Climate Change, Emissions and our Land and Sea
The Zero Carbon Act is comprised of emission reduction targets and tools that some consider bold,
but many think are not bold enough. To truly mitigate climate change, politics and practicalities will
need an integrated approach that considers climate justice, tikanga (customs), economics, and longterm futurism. In New Zealand, tika (upright) practices and procedures around a low-emissions
transition “are those that Māori view to be right or just, as well as those that do not give rise to a
breach” (Hall, 2019, p. 19).
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This approach aligns with the Waitangi Tribunal Wai262 report, concerning ownership of and rights to
mātauranga Māori (Māori knowledge systems) as integral to our resource management and
conservation sectors (Waitangi Tribunal, 2011); the implications are even wider for our education,
health and economic sectors. Indeed, mātauranga can be used “productively with Western, Aotearoaadapted scientific knowledge” and the legacy of “colonial and post-colonial changes in land use” have
altered land use patterns, agricultural intensification, and biodiversity loss, freshwater pollution and
soil erosion (Blaschke, 2020, p. 27).
Problems such as climate change are difficult to resolve; they have innumerable causes, are tough to
describe and do not have perfect solutions. But the immediacy of the issue demands a “holistic,
indigenous, more-than-human wellbeing concept” to guide analysis, planning and governance actions,
with transformative tools and data science (Yates, 2019, p. 2).
In Aotearoa, the Whanganui River has been granted legal personhood; it made global headlines (Roy,
2017). With a mindset that, if ‘I am the river and the river is me’, then climate change and emissions
mitigation can only be solved with technologies, both new and indigenous. An approach that is
anthropocentric can play a dynamic role in environmental management (Charpleix, 2018). The way
forward will “displace old, outmoded dichotomies and reclaim Oceanic ways of living in Oceanic
worlds,” established using relational thinking. “Scholarly inquiry should be part of this enterprise”
(Salmond, 2020, p.1). “The tide has turned, the sea is rising but so are we, and when ordinary people
act together, we can and will achieve extraordinary things” (Hayward, 2017, p.22). The whakataukī
(proverb) ‘he waka eke noa’ (we are all in the same boat) is acknowledged a great deal these days,
and rightly so; it is both blunt and nuanced.

Policy, Politics and Platform Integration
Work is underway, with initiatives in the private sector that parallel policy such as the Resource
Management Act reforms, One Billion Trees programme and the Emissions Trading Scheme. Yet,
significant technical and political issues diminish aims to mitigate emissions, pursue industrial free
allocation, resolve land sector contributions and price agricultural emissions (Leining et al., 2020).
These policies enmesh land use and so are entangled with social and economic concerns, and Māori.
In fact, there a plethora of methods, modes and support systems available to transition to a lowemissions future; many are untested and most are not integrated (Blaschke, 2020). The science is
largely understood. Consensus is building that society must drive political change; we must also find
answers within our society (Hayward, 2017). We have a choice. As a country, we must be prepared
to make decisions around contentious issues (Darby, 2017). We cannot let politics and our political
system systematically rip off our inter-generational future (Boston, 2017).
The Paris Agreement sets carbon targets but requires sustainable development and climate justice.
We must advance discussions about what we value in New Zealand (Hayward, 2017), such as:





Procedural justice: equitable, public and inclusive processes
Distributional justice: equitable allocation of costs and benefits
Ecological justice: holistic responsibility for damages produced
Intergenerational justice: obligations to future generations

These discussions compel a whole-of-society debate and commitment and would benefit enormously
from mātauranga Māori. In this regard, New Zealand can lead and play an exemplary role, globally.
The path we choose now can be fragmented, or rather, an integrated and “sustainable view of how
our land and water taonga could best be used” (Blaschke, 2020, p. 28).
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An example is the One Billion Trees programme, in which technical, New Zealand specific knowledge
is required for innovation (Te Uru Rākau, 2018). This initiative demonstrates an iterative and integrate
process of knowledge transfer with technological innovation and social implementation.
Policy decisions are expected soon on mandatory disclosure of climate-related risks. These include
physical and transitional risks arising from emissions pricing and governmental policies. Increasingly,
these risks must be regularly, consistently and transparently reported in a comprehensive and
decision-useful manner (Fallow, 2020, June 5).
In New Zealand, corporates founded the Climate Leaders Coalition in July 2018 to create business
leadership, collective initiatives and strategies around climate change action in the transition to an
emission reduction economy and align with the Zero Carbon Act (climateleaderscoalition.org.nz).
Smaller firms can benefit too, as the conversations evolve and grass-roots initiatives such as ClimateX programmes align businesses with experts and organisations, passionate about accelerating
emissions reduction (Climate-X, 2019).
Stakeholders also demand business leadership on lowering emissions (Orr, 2018); intelligent ecoconsumers, sustainable investors, whole-of-supply-chain systems management and insurers want real
metrics, consistently and reliably communicated. Such ‘corporate-readiness’ would improve
policymakers’ capability when preparing carbon-budgets. Anything less threatens our financial
stability (Fallow, 2020, June 5).
There is empirical evidence that disclosure correlates to financial gain and the demand for greater
corporate transparency is gaining momentum from every direction. (Cherrington et al., 2019).
Developing consistent climate-related financial disclosures ameliorated in 2015 with The Taskforce on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures. New Zealand subsequently strengthened corporate governance
advice on management and reporting of business, environmental and social risk; further statutory and
listing rules are expected (North, 2018). Already the Climate Leaders Coalition are raising the bar; the
founding signatories are already supported by 115 leading organisations and are moving from
voluntary action on climate change, through to public reporting of GHG emissions, setting reduction
targets and working with suppliers to reduce emissions. More ambitious goals have been set as
momentum and incentives mount.

A Place for Partnership
A Climate Leaders Coalition founding signatory is Ngāi Tahu Holdings; subsequently, Ngāi Tahu
Farming, Ngāi Tahu Seafood and Ngāi Tahu Tourism became signatories. This is a clear example of
how environmental sustainability is enhanced with Māori iwi and hapū and hapori (community)
relationships, elevated with respect for land and sea. Ngāi Tahu Holdings is owned by the South Island
iwi, Ngāi Tahu and is a major player in the South Island economy, with an Exclusive Economic Zone
that covers 80+% of the South Island (Gibson, 2011). They are highly influential.
The clear distinction between the financial entity and the arm protecting and growing the Ngāi Tahu
asset base can highlight ethical issues. With regard to emissions, the commercial arm invests in dairy
farms which increase emissions and reduce biodiversity (Hutchinson, 2014). Yet, there are an
impressive range of outcomes and achievements using this approach. The financial arm allows Ngāi
Tahu to build on the foundation of the past 20 years and continue to create initiatives that strengthen
and empower our Ngāi Tahu whānau and communities” (Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu, 2018).
The whakataukī, “mō tātou, ā, mō kā uri, ā, muri ake nei” (for us and our children after us) is the
foundation that Ngāi Tahu Holdings Corporation adheres to when developing investment policy.
There is no doubt that the economic and social initiatives created are admirable, safeguarded by a
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long-term perspective to sustainable returns to the iwi. This can be contrasted by ‘the agency
problem’ in companies, that can contribute to lethargic decision-making as conflicting objectives,
differing perspectives and uncertainty curb transformative action (Roelich & Giesekam, 2019).
Diversity and connection to long-term goals allow for the possibility of new futures.
Building its knowledge base, through business development and initiatives such as the Ngāi Tahu
Executive Leadership Programme, in partnership with Victoria University, is important for the iwi. The
aim is to ensure rūnanga (council) values and culture align and develop leadership best practice (Te
Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu, 2018). Scholarships such as Kā Pūtea Scholarships, Beca Scholarships and Ngāi
Tahu Tourism Kaihautū (Chief Executive) Quinton Hall taking up a Prime Minister’s Business
Scholarship all point to a new era of partnership to build strong socio-economic visionary outcomes.
Ngāi Tahu’s first climate change symposium, Understanding and Adapting to Future Climate in Aotearoa
New Zealand, focused on research and emissions issues such as marae resilience and food security. Our
young generation is the first to live with imminent climate change awareness, demanding action now.
Māori Strategic Frameworks are already in place.
On April 1, 2020, New Zealand Institute of Skills and Technology (NZIST) came into being, uniting the
vocational education sector, requiring NZIST to “demonstrate agility and a willingness to embrace the
future” (McGirr, 2019). Education is a great leveller; it creates a space for highly capable, futurefocused practitioners. There is ample opportunity to make change.
Many people of indigenous cultures walk in two worlds. Education can build capability; it can also
reduce barriers and build engagement with indigenous communities to enlarge our world view. The
resulting transformative benefits are what wicked problems like climate change require (Doesburg &
Bull, 2019). In New Zealand, the ‘two worlds’ implied are Māori and Pākehā (English). With regards
to emissions reduction and climate change, we need to ask ourselves if we must trade-off between
the ‘two worlds’ of social values versus economic surety. Learning can assuage trade-off mentalities.

Emissions and Mātauranga
To reduce emissions, there must be a new notion of ‘value’ and corporate responsibility. There must
be a reassessment of assets through kaitiakitanga (guardianship), with a long-term, holistic and wholeof-life perspective. Increasingly, technology will be a significant tool, leveraging and accelerating
outcomes; we must learn to utilise these technologies with intelligence and wisdom.
A new mindset is needed. A new mindset is being elevated. The younger generation are not willing
to let the planet die under their feet. But they will need guidance. Learning alone is not enough.
Institutional education must transform; urgently. Covid-19 lockdowns have proven that it is possible.
In New Zealand, mātauranga is the obvious link that must be applied; after all, ‘he waka eke noa’.
Te Tiriti o Waitangi establishes the principle of partnership between the Crown and Māori as an
overarching tenet, founded on key principles. The document(s) is imperfect – without question. Yet
undoubtedly, Māori and the Crown are partners in resource management and kaitiakitanga is the key
(Te Puni Kokiri, 2001). Colonialism mentalities persist to this day, but the Māori whakataukī “ka mua,
ka muri” (look back to look forward) is traditionally used to inform the new by building on a sturdy
foundation. Tikanga (customs) involve ways of being such as open communication, sharing, and being
held to account while reaching out in an aspirational way. Business must learn to be less competitive
and more collaborative if they are to survive, let alone thrive sustainably. This is what climate change
solutions need; this is what Aotearoa can model. “Trends in business come and go, but indigenous
cultures have been reflecting upon and working collaboratively with the environment, society and
‘governance’ for a very long time” (Cherrington et al., 2019).
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In a youth sustainability leadership forum, the expression ‘go fast to slow down’ was uttered. The
phrase was urging immediate, feverish action, to create the space to prepare thoughtfully for the next
step; how apt (Cherrington, 2020). Climate change cannot wait for the mediocrity of the Zero Carbon
Act. It cannot wait for politicians to put re-election motivations aside. It cannot wait until leaders’
coalitions address the issues that the world demands. “We already have all the facts and solutions…
once we start to act, hope is everywhere. So instead of looking for hope, look for action” (Thunberg,
2018). We know what needs to be done; we have the science, mātauranga and motivation to do it.
Aotearoa, New Zealand has the blueprints. “The Treaty is like a partnership, that is: you have a part
and I have a part” (Flavell, 2006). We have successful corporate models, creating inter-generational
aspirations (Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu, 2018). “We understand that Māori success is New Zealand’s
success and that unlocking the science and innovation potential of Māori knowledge, people and
resources will benefit New Zealand” (Ministry of Research, Science and Technology, 2005). We have
the cutting-edge technologies in this small nation of five million and the mindset to make things
happen (Cherrington et al., 2019). Let us do what we can, now; let us also create the space to figure
out the rest, together.

Conclusions
There is enough in the old generation to begin a bold effort in terms of sustainability, climate change
and emissions reduction. There is a growing confidence and voice amongst our youth to lend their
talents to ‘save the planet’. There is a “growing collective of talent and passion on a mission to deliver
innovation, systems, products” (Climate-X, 2019) and action to get New Zealand to zero emissions.
We need bold thinkers who have the drive to change our current course. Let’s act, with:






Scalable innovations that are world-leading, working here and internationally
Projects that are pan-corporate; collaboration is the only way forward
People, caring for the planet: He aha te mea nui o te ao. He tāngata, he tāngata, he tāngata
Platforms that stretch and grow as technologies and resources generate
Best practices, that we can all get behind and support (Climate-X, 2019).

For learning organisations, the ability to collaborate and develop relevant, applied, scholarly research
on environmental sustainability with through Māori iwi (tribe) and hapū (subtribe) relationships must
blossom. There are young minds, Māori and non- Māori that must be brought into the conversation;
they will be the leaders that accelerate the actions we take today.
The purpose of New Zealand’s Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon) Amendment Act is to provide
a framework to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions under the Paris Agreement; it can be amended to
be bolder, as it will undoubtedly need to be. We have the foundations to close disparities by activating
specific beneficial partnerships and collaborations, including co-creating research outcomes with
Māori and iwi in Aotearoa. Potential is a meaningless word. Releasing and activating our potential
using relationships and mātauranga will accelerate our learning; that will be the key to saving the
planet for generations to come.
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Abstract
In the reform of the vocational education sector, a key driver is the promotion of experiential learning
and the workplace as a place of learning. However, there is little consensus as to what this means,
especially when applied to different education levels and across the range of disciplines - both to those
traditionally considered trades, and those considered professions. It is not clear how this relates to
non-traditional workplaces such as communities. There is consensus that the old-style apprentice
model of working Monday to Thursday and attending theory class on Friday is not the appropriate
model for all, but this leaves open the question of what experiential and workplace learning means in
practice.
In this paper we explore potential models for such learning. We examine two areas, the first being
project-based learning (PBL) as used in many business and information technology (IT) courses at all
levels but particularly as a capstone course that aims to simulate work though studio learning, often
made authentic through direct connection to clients. We contrast this with the work-based approach
of the independent learning pathway used for experienced practitioners. We expect this approach will
provide understanding for both learning designers developing new programmes, and for people
working on the strategic development of the new vocational education and training (VET) sector.

Introduction
Post-compulsory education comes in different ‘flavours’. Traditionally, it might be argued, the
‘academic’ students went to university for more study (first-level learning – think high-level knowledge
and degrees) on the road to the really good jobs, or they went straight into those jobs. The ‘not-sobright’ – or more hands-on-inclined - went into vocational education and training at polytechnic
(second-level learning – think trade certificates and diplomas), heading towards a more practical type
of job. Anybody who didn’t fit those two categories went into a lower-level job (little learning required;
minimal opportunity for advancement). Where formal study was undertaken towards a job, it was
typically as the foundation of a career.
Comparing universities with polytechnics, while both will teach theory, the latter tend to have a
stronger emphasis in the practical work that allows learners to apply the theory to real-world
situations, to develop and implement real-world solutions (Toi Ohomai, 2019b). The polytechnic (ITP)
sector, therefore, can be perceived as more focused on preparing learners directly for jobs; in many
cases, also providing upskilling opportunities for those already in work – vocational learning, in other
words. Vocational education and training (VET) can be defined as “…the training in skills and teaching
of knowledge related to a specific trade, occupation or vocation in which the student or employee
wishes to participate” (EU Commission, 2016, cited in UNESCO, n.d.). This is a broad definition which
stretches from traditional `blue-collar’ trades such as automotive and building, through industries as
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diverse as hairdressing and vet nursing, to more generic leadership and management offerings that
can be applied to many different industries.

Review of Vocational Education (RoVE) and the changed landscape for
collaborative learning
In 2018 the government signalled that the Review of Vocational Education (RoVE) was “…to create a
strong, unified, sustainable system for all vocational education that delivers the skills that learners,
employers and communities need to thrive” (Ministry of Education, n.d.). Brown and Lauder (cited in
Ahier & Esland, 2013) point to a view that the market (employers) will know best what knowledge and
skills are required in graduates. Workplace development councils (WDCs) are established in place of
the former industry training organisations (ITOs) to “…identify future skill needs” (Education Central,
2019, para. 11), although the translation of these into qualifications and delivery is somehow to be
managed between WDCs, Te Pūkenga, the New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) and the
Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) How this relationship might operate in practice is beyond the
scope of this paper to address.
We examine two areas in this paper, the first being project-based learning as used in business (and IT)
at all levels, particularly as a capstone that aims to simulate work though studio learning, often made
authentic through direct connection to ‘clients’. We contrast this with the work-based approach of
the independent learning pathway used for experienced practitioners.
Even a quick examination of a representative sample of vision, values and goals statements for ITPs
before they became subsidiary entities of Te Pūkenga (New Zealand Institute of Skills and Technology)
showed the EU definition of VET as a common thread across the sector (Ara Institute of Canterbury,
2018; Ara Institute of Canterbury, n.d.; Otago Polytechnic, 2019; Otago Polytechnic, n.d.; Toi Ohomai
Institute of Technology, 2019a; Wellington Institute of Technology, 2018). The development of soft
skills experience (Bortz, n.d.; Loretto, 2019) when it comes to working collaboratively to solve
problems and take advantage of opportunities becomes a critical foundation for addressing the
aspects of experiential learning identified in Kolb’s (1984) Learning Cycle (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle. Adapted from Kolb (1984).

For a leadership/management graduate to be as `work-ready’ as possible they should be able to apply
the theory of how different aspects of an organisation and its people can be handled to best effect.
They should also have some practical experience of reflecting on their application from both
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organisational and personal perspectives. Development of the current version of the New Zealand
Diploma in Business 2460 (Level 6) (New Zealand Qualifications Authority, n.d.) prior to RoVE removed
the Applied Management capstone project course. The capstone has traditionally been a mandated
opportunity for learners to bring together knowledge and skills from other parts of the qualification
into an integrated and significant collaborative project (Hauhart & Grahe, 2025). This means learners
could potentially graduate knowing more about the theory of working collaboratively than they do
about the practice.
Enhancing learning through the use of PBL (O’Grady & Alwis, 2002) and collaborative project-based
learning (CPBL) (Donnelley & Fitzmaurice, 2005) rather than a more traditional, teacher-led approach,
allows learners to develop a more holistic appreciation of how different knowledge and skills interrelate in creating viable solutions to problems.
International vocational learning developments include the inception of apprenticeship degrees,
closing the gap between the traditional options of either taking time out of work to learn at degree
level or earning at the same time as learning via a traditional trade apprenticeship (Universities New
Zealand, 2019). Following on from the English model that incorporates paid work and part-time study
(UCAS, 2020), degree apprenticeships have now been introduced into New Zealand via the Bachelor
of Engineering Technology. This qualification is based on actual projects completed in the workplace,
supported by degree-level learning that may be completed both off and on-job (Wellington Institute
of Technology, 2020). This approach is seen as meeting a growing need in the engineering field (Scoop,
2020), but could be expanded to other fields, such as more generic leadership and management
training.
Gibbs (1995) makes the point that student project teams “…tend to have similar knowledge and skills
rather than having been put together specifically because their skills are different and complement
one another” (p.3). In the case of a capstone course, it is a convenient assumption that the level of
knowledge, skills, experiences and abilities (KSEAs) students arrive with is approximately similar, and
there is usually no formal mechanism to recognise or build on areas where they may have knowledge
or skills beyond the specified Learning Outcomes.
One of the central premises underpinning capstone projects is that they are a relatively controlledconditions opportunity to integrate KSEAs from other papers as the final part of a qualification. The
critical thinking required will support the linking of concepts (The Glossary of Education Reform, 2016)
that may have been taught, learned and examined in isolation from each other. Even within a
relatively broad discipline such as leadership or management, Cusco’s (1998, cited in Hauhart & Grahe,
2015) discrete goal objectives still need to be satisfied – in other words, the experience must have
relevance beyond simply the teaching and assessment of certain pieces of academic content.
Such a model is based on learners completing work where the learning outcomes for the project
course assume broad knowledge of other subjects/specialist disciplines, and which will now be
employed again to address the project’s central problem. Since all learners can be assumed to have
this same basic level of knowledge through completion of the same (often lower-level) prerequisite
papers, any team member should theoretically be able to complete any of the project tasks. There is
little incentive for learners or facilitators to address significant knowledge gaps. This lack of incentives
can lead to issues of ‘social loafing’, where a learner may believe – often wrongly - that there will be
no significant opposition and consequences within the team arising from their unequal contribution
(Mihelič & Culiberg, 2018; Teng & Luo, 2014).
The independent learning pathway approach, typically applied to individual learners already in work,
is based on the premise that no two learners start their journey in the same position. They each bring
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their own knowledge, skills and experiences to new learning (Brook, 2017) that will allow them to
achieve a qualification in part by validation of their existing knowledge and experiences, needing to
address only the gaps between those and the various discipline outcomes and the graduate profile for
the qualification. Their learning pathway is negotiated via the collaborative relationship they form
with a facilitator (Mann et al., 2017).
Because there are no other team members’ work styles or intentions to consider, the issues raised by
Milinga et al. (2019) such as the use of punitive or threatening approaches are unlikely to occur. The
facilitator and the learner have effectively formed a group where the desired outcome of the learning
pathway is the subject of negotiation (Mann et al., 2017). An important aspect of this pathway is the
reflective/transformative aspect (Zanchetta et al., 2017). Reflection and learning are built around the
learner and the facilitator having complementary goals, where engagement happens at emotional,
cognitive and spiritual levels. The time and the emotional energy that would otherwise have been
invested in conflict are now available for investment in empowerment where the student as
leader/manager-in-training is guided to take a leading as opposed to a subordinate role in determining
the process by which the agreed outcomes will be measured (Monson et al., 2017).
This challenges the traditional view of leadership as being centred around the hero leader who makes
things happen from the top with everyone else simply following along (Pretorius et al., 2018). The
organisation (facilitator) is no longer the primary definer of value (Ind & Coates, 2013) – the learner is
developing their value though relationships with multiple stakeholders (Canning & Callan, 2010),
engaging in an approach that is founded in the heutagogical paradigm as opposed to the underlying
andragogical paradigm of the traditional capstone project. The learner is now a member of a coalition
of parties where each brings something specific to the creation of new knowledge (Pater, 2009). As
part of this facilitated process, they may find their values being challenged (Christie et al., 2015).
RoVE has provided an opportunity to re-imagine what experiential learning might look like. We
propose a model that combines elements of both capstone PBL and independent learning pathway
approaches utilising a single collaborative team project to enable learners’ holistic ability to integrate
diverse hard knowledge and skills with the necessary soft skills to be able to operate in a variety of
organisational and community contexts.
While these skills might be considered, or even taught, separately as a matter of convenience because
that’s how course descriptors have been constructed (See New Zealand Qualifications Authority 2002
and New Zealand Qualifications Authority, n.d. as examples for the New Zealand Diploma in Business),
it is much more difficult to separate them in practice.
The following graphic (Figure 2) shows what a new model could look like. Key features are then
described.
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Figure 2: Collaborative Worked and Assessed Project Model

Key features of this proposed new model include:


Team assembly and specific training in teamwork before work on the project proper starts.
This is considered critical in order to minimise later team performance issues. Johnston (2005)
posits there are five roles a learner will play in a collaborative project, all of which they are
best able to play if equipped with the necessary knowledge and permissions as the team is
being assembled. Some of these roles align closely with those identified by Belbin (2004), such
as the Contributor versus the Team Worker. Where responsibilities and relationships are
clearly defined, understood and appropriately allocated, together with the integration of
appropriate problem-solving and dispute resolution procedures such as the Restorative
Approach Model (Hendry, Hopkins & Steele, n.d.), experience suggests it is likely that the
incidence of negative conflict within teams will be reduced.
This stage of the model will include learners negotiating an Individual (rather than
Independent) Learning Pathway setting out personal objectives related to their collaborative
project experience. This allows learners latitude to customise the generic training process to
their own needs outside of the specific learning context of the project (Tassetto, 2019).



A single project runs across the whole qualification, rather than using smaller assignments to
focus on discrete content. This could generate a project covering all of the content in Table 1
below (using the New Zealand Diploma in Business NZ2460 – Leadership and Management
Strand as an example), requiring a more holistic understanding of the nature and effects of
decisions and actions.
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Table 1: Core and Leadership and Management Skills Strand Skills

Core Compulsory Skills
Core knowledge and skills
Determine and contribute to the business
entity’s strategic objectives, including
innovation and change.
 Apply knowledge of the principles and
practices of operations, management
accounting, sales/marketing, human resources
(HR) and risk management, for the strategic
objectives of the entity.
Core people skills
Develop and maintain appropriate stakeholder
relationships, ensuring relevant information is
effectively communicated.

Leadership and Management Strand Skills
Technical knowledge and skills
Leading and managing change initiatives,
including resource definition, analysis, sourcing
and application.
Leading and managing achievement of personal
and organisational objectives across the entity.
People skills
Leading, communicating and modelling
appropriate values for the entity culture.
Business environment
Appropriate compliance and the impact of the
global context.

Core cognitive skills
Resolve complex situations through
appropriate problem-solving strategies.
Core affective skills
Model appropriate behaviour and motivate
others to do likewise.
Core business environment
Management of external environmental
impacts.
Appropriate application of the bi-cultural
partnership (as embedded in the Treaty of
Waitangi).
Note: Adapted from New Zealand Diploma in Business (Level 6) with strands in Accounting, Administration
and Technology, Human Resource Management, Leadership and Management, Māori Business and
Management, Marketing and Sales, and Real Estate.



Academic content training takes two forms:
Generic knowledge and skills that can be applied across all teams and projects within a cohort,
covering the core knowledge and skills listed in the graduate profile for the qualification,
contributing to learner employability (Crebert et al., 2004).
Individual knowledge and skills (as required) where these extend the generic offering in line
with what the learner has negotiated in their independent learning pathway (Makarova, 2014;
Tassetto, 2019).



Delivery – based on the scope established at the start of the project; including not only the
final products, but also all the processes necessary to deliver these (Schwalbe, 2014). While
the delivered products have value, the development and implementation of appropriate
processes demonstrates the sustained contribution of individual members to the
collaborative outcomes.



Formal reflection at multiple points as opposed to the traditional end-of-project review. Schön
theorised that our reflection about action takes place in three different experiential-intuitive
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dimensions (Hébert, 2015). Following this conceptualisation, the proposed model builds in
regular formal opportunities for learners to reflect and record their thoughts about the
development of the project and the project team itself, including their own reactions to
events. Where much of the project work will be carried out collaboratively, some form of peer
review can enable more in-depth and meaningful personal and professional growth over the
duration of the project (UNSW, 2019).
Reflection in action – during an experience, reflecting on whether the experience is
proceeding as anticipated and whether anything needs to be changed to achieve that (Smith,
2011).
Reflection on action – following an experience, may be done alone or through consultation
with others who were part of the experience or who have relevant expertise to contribute
(Smith, 2011).
Reflection for action – before an experience, when learners can incorporate the lessons from
similar situations in the past to planning for future experiences. (Smith, 2011).


Collaborative assessment - “The process that involves students and instructors in evaluating
student coursework. A situation in which two or more people attempt to assess something
(e.g. each other’s performance) together” (IGI Global, n.d.). Allowing learners to collaborate
with teaching staff on the design of the assessment tasks, criteria, and relative weightings,
creates a situation where learners and facilitators become partners in a shared enterprise
(Monsen et al., 2017). Specifying acceptable collaborative behaviours through a negotiation
process will make negotiating the resolution of issues around contributions to the finished
product easier to achieve since all parties have a common frame of reference to start from
(Cohen, 2003).

Summary
While the arguments in this paper have been developed in the context of leadership and management
learning, they are not restricted to this context, and could be applied in other discipline contexts as
well. Combining elements of traditional capstone methodology and Independent Learning Pathway
methodology has allowed us to create a model which provides a more significant opportunity over
current New Zealand models to develop collaborative skills in leadership and management graduates
within the VET sector.
“The manager accepts the status quo; the leader challenges it” (BrainyQuote, n.d.). RoVE has caused
us to reflect on which we should be: Great managers of the knowledge development and transfer
process, or leaders in developing sustainable people today for tomorrow and beyond. If we accept it
is both desirable and possible to design a collaborative project model for leadership and
management learning with a strong heutagogical foundation, RoVE is our opportunity to lead into a
more collaborative future.
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Abstract
How can New Zealand teaching institutions equip learners to be more employment-ready for the
fast-changing world of future work? Which capabilities or transferable skills are priorities for
employers and stakeholders when they consider graduates as employees? Otago Polytechnic has
embarked on a journey of research to better understand and identify a set of capability skills which
relate to the workplaces our students aspire to, and the ways in which we can assist learners in
developing these capabilities.
Understanding what is meant by the terms employability and capability is key to this aim and being
able to do this is a question of connectivity and dialogue. In this research study we are actively
engaging with the three sides of what it means to be employable and what capability means in each
context: the employer or other stakeholder; the educator; and the student. We are then triangulating
the findings to build capability and the skills needed for employability into the curriculum.
In the first phase of this research we connected 51 academic staff with 331 employers and
stakeholders across fifteen identified clusters of programmes. We undertook 161 interviews,
providing the basis for employer-identified capabilities for consideration in mapping and
implementation into current curriculum. Our second phase focused on the experiences of alumni.
We engaged alumni from Otago Polytechnic to reflect on their experience of transitioning to the
workplace via online surveys, and received 389 responses to the initial survey, then followed up with
41 interviews to understand what we were already doing and what was needed from an alumni
perspective. The third phase, proposed for 2020, is capturing the experience of current learners,
closing the loop of capability understanding in order to enable successful embedding of capability
into a learning context.
This paper will introduce and discuss:
 how we as an institution undertook the research to gather data from key stakeholders
 the initial findings and analysis of this data collected from employers and alumni
 our ongoing research trajectory, including external partners.

Motivation
In 2018 Otago Polytechnic’s Dunedin campus embarked on a research journey to explore imbalances
between discipline-specific competencies and workplace capability, and to better understand
educators and employers’ perspectives around employability (Yorke, 2006). The complex
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organisational structure of the modern workplace, and the requirements for the employee to present
their full work-ready capability are of central importance beyond the core competencies gained
through programme study. Considerable confusion continues to exist between key terms like
“competence” and “capability” (Scott et al., 2010). Where competency might be described as role
specific tasks or outcomes, capability sits more in the context of the personal, intrapersonal and
cognitive functions of the person undertaking an employed role and adequately fulfilling the many
variables associated with working across teams, jobs and environments (both analogue and digital)
that employees find themselves in.
The focus of this project is therefore to acknowledge and understand capability as a value in addition
to an employee’s competency in a particular skill area, in order to increase our students’
employability. A second focus is to reflect on and evaluate the core set of skills being taught in the
classroom and their application in the workplace.
The development of transferable skills is essential for work readiness as the nature of work is
constantly changing. Both international and national research highlights that these skills are essential
for graduates to produce evidence to demonstrate their capability and successfully gain employment
(Belt et al., 2010; Waltz, 2011). Employers continue to express the need for skilled workers who have
a grasp on what have been called “soft skills” or “enterprise skills”, or in short, “capabilities”:
“[Learner capabilities are] a set of achievements – skills, understandings and
personal attributes – that make graduates more likely to gain employment and be
successful in their chosen occupations, which benefits themselves, the workforce,
the community and economy” (Yorke & Knight, 2006, p.3).

Commencement
Initial research to develop what capabilities in our setting might look like was undertaken by Dr. Barry
Law and his research team at Otago Polytechnic’s Auckland International Campus (OPAIC) in
December, 2016. The aim was to identify the most significant characteristics and behavioural
indicators that employers seek in their potential employees for graduate level positions in the
workplace. Findings were intended to help Otago Polytechnic identify the gaps between what was
being delivered in classrooms and what was required in the workplace. The research data was to be
used to identify appropriate interventions and strategies to help redesign curriculum content to
ensure Otago Polytechnic produced capable, work ready and globally employable graduates.
The Auckland research project was developed as a pilot to inform the capability framework, test the
research methodology and research tools and to identify intervention themes for curriculum redesign. The researchers engaged with employers, teaching staff, current learners and graduates. They
set out to gain a full picture of employer requirements, learner capability and gaps in learner skill
development that could inform their work towards providing graduates with the appropriate
transferable skills required for work.
The results of this research were developed into a matrix of 25 identifiable capabilities, named the
Learner Capability Framework (see Appendix A). The findings were important because they
established the significance of Industry-institute collaboration, validated the Capability Framework
with employers, and helped to inform the research methodology and research tools of our more
recent project in Dunedin. Their industry–Institute collaboration reinforced the need for tertiary
institutions to respond to industry demand, rather than deliver what they assume are important for
employers.
The findings of the Auckland pilot, in what has become known as the ‘iamcapable’ project, were
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presented to Otago Polytechnic in two significant workshops, one in November 2017 and another in
early 2018. As a result of the initial findings of the ‘iamcapable’ pilot research, the Director of
Research at Otago Polytechnic, and lead author of this paper, led the development of a scaled-up
roll-out of the research. In early 2018, the Learner Capability Framework research team at Otago
Polytechnic began a targeted study of selected programmes within our suite of Bachelor degrees.

Extension
Over time, the research scope was extended to include the full 15 programme clusters at Otago
Polytechnic, across multiple different schools. This was then further extended to the diploma and
certificate programmes contained within these schools and departments, finally comprising 21
schools and programmes. The scale and process of the project in the initial phase is indicated in Figure
1, below.
Figure 1: Phase One of the Learner Capability Framework research at Otago Polytechnic

The project was broken down into a series of phases which suited the action research methodology,
allowing the team to incorporate feedback from the different groups of stakeholders for subsequent
phases. We began by addressing employer understanding of capability in the workplace, seeking to
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validate the 25 capabilities identified from the pilot study, as they related to industries and
destination areas for Otago graduates. Ethics approval for the research project was gained and
shared in staff workshops prior to data collection, as a means of ensuring consistency. Employers and
stakeholders were then approached, invited to participate, and interviewed individually. The idea of
capability was introduced to the interviewee who was then asked to rank and describe their top 10
preferences of capability from the 25 presented as relating to their specific work environments or
areas of specialty. Following this, a series of questions were posed around the importance of
capabilities in the particular workplace and further themes of note were discussed.
Involving staff from programmes and schools in the interviews with key stakeholders, businesses and
industry cemented existing relationships and built new institute-industry connections, as we had
hoped. Further, the range of employers and stakeholders associated with such a large number of
programmes and schools meant that, as we foresaw, there was considerable variation in the
weighting placed on the 25 listed capabilities from the earlier study (see Figure 2 for numbers of
interviews conducted by programme cluster). In asking employers during this stage of the research
to identify the 10 most important capabilities from the list supplied, and analysing the responses, we
were able to identify key differences relating to specific workplaces and environments. In keeping
with action research, we were then able to adjust curriculum development recommendations in the
early stages of the enquiry (see Appendix B), without waiting until all phases were complete.
Figure 2: Interviews with Employers by Staff Interviewers
Programme Clusters
Applied Science (Sports)
Architecture
Business
Design – Communication
Design – Fashion
Design – Food Institute
Design – Product
Engineering Technology
Information Technology
Midwifery
Nursing
Occupational Therapy
Quantity Surveying
Social Services
Visual Arts

No. of Interviewers
4
2
5
2
3
2
3
2
3
6
5
4
2
4
4
51

No. of Employers Interviewed
10
7
21
6
10
7
6
9
11
13
19
10
8
13
13
163

The indicative research findings were analysed and a collection of the most preferred capabilities
relating to each programme area was compiled and disseminated to all stakeholders as well as to
schools and programmes (see Appendix B for an example). Schools and programmes then began to
align the prioritised capabilities and their curricula to ensure opportunities for teaching or enabling
capabilities were either already in progress, or ready for inclusion. Flexibility for schools and
programmes here is key, as academic leaders have each had the choice of how, and at which levels,
to include these priorities. Findings were also disseminated to the employers and other stakeholders
who were then invited to information evenings and events. These events were important to further
discuss the findings and to reinforce the language and dialogue around capabilities.
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Capability, and its applications in the workplace, is a multi-faceted process to which each participant
– employer or other stakeholder or employee – brings their own understandings and aspirations.
Thus, to close the loop on our initial indicative findings is vitally important by including insights from
past graduates who are now in work in their chosen fields, and those who are in work but in fields
not associated with what they primarily studied. We approached past graduates of Otago Polytechnic
in all programmes between 2013 and 2018 inclusive. We received 389 responses to our initial survey
using Qualtrics survey software.
Participants in the alumni survey phase of our research responded by firstly identifying information
regarding their qualifications and years attained, their current work status and the industry in which
they are working. Then they were asked to review the Learner Capability Framework document and
prioritise the ten most important capabilities in relation to their work and to rate these as low,
medium or high in importance to them. Further questions were posed to identify what kinds of
support or opportunities Otago Polytechnic had provided in respect to building these capabilities
during their studies. Alumni were also asked to reflect on how Otago Polytechnic could improve its
support for the capabilities they have encountered as needed in their working lives. A final question
asked about how Otago Polytechnic might better assist with capability development in their specific
area of study. Following data-cleansing, we were left with 381 unique and usable returns.
As a part of the survey respondents had been asked if they would participate in a further interview
to gain more detail around capability and capability acquisition. Forty-one participants agreed to take
part. Due to working commitments for many of these participants we conducted this part of the
research using two methods. We held phone interviews with 13 of the respondents and conducted
a further Qualtrics survey with the remaining 28.
During these alumni interviews, we presented the capabilities that employers and other stakeholders
from their industry or profession had valued and asked the interviewees to review these in light of
their own experiences. By gathering and analysing this information we could then identify similarities
in thinking about what graduates need and what employers want, while also identifying the core
shared capabilities across different workspaces to inform students of the important role that
capability has in being work-ready and work-secure.
Our primary line of questioning was: What are your experiences of how capabilities connect with
your role in the workplace? We also asked participants to consider the changing nature of their
workplace and what they might need to acquire as new capabilities when such changes unfold. From
their responses we found that capability means different things to different people and in different
contexts. It also became apparent that capabilities as a set of soft skills are applied in very different
ways depending on the participants’ distinction between competency and capability.
Aligned with the initial research – first in Auckland and then in Dunedin, an iamcapable tool was
developed. This is a web-based tool that students and academic staff access to enable learners to track
their development of the identified capabilities and to produce verified evidence of these capabilities.
This is to enable both the understanding of capability importance alongside competency and to be
able to share their understandings of how capability reflects work readiness in future interviews with
potential employers.
As a customised digital platform iamcapable allows learners to create a capability profile, which can
then be viewed by prospective employers. It empowers learners to develop their transferable skills
and capabilities, connects the right learners to the right employers, and supports educators to produce
work ready graduates. Educators can also use iamcapable to advance and keep track of their own
professional development. The tool was launched to students in July 2019 and is expected to be
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integrated into school programme areas in 2020.

Findings
While this is an ongoing project we can share some initial findings and insights around the
identifications, understandings and importance of the term ‘capability’, and the language of
capability as it appears to each group. A fuller picture of the entire study will be published early in
2021.
From our research we found that employers largely value the importance of capabilities, but look at
these through multiple lenses, for example as individual capabilities of the employee or team
capabilities of the group or unit. Capabilities are often appreciated over competencies.
We found that there were large areas of overlap between how employers and stakeholders from
different contexts understand the concept of capabilities, but that different kinds of language were
used in expressing these. Ideas of passion, professionalism, maturity, attitude and work ethic
continued to be expressed by the employer when defining how the employee could/should
demonstrate capability in the workplace.
This posed the question for the team of the shared understanding of capability, as in the alumni voice
we often found misunderstanding between the idea of a capability and a competency. If a particular
language emerges in describing capability arising from this research, such a shared understanding
would benefit learners in developing mutually supportive competencies and capabilities, and
employers in describing the kinds of behaviours that they want to see in new graduates.
Overall, the most valued capabilities relate to intrapersonal relationships, problem solving and
communication. Employers view collective group capability in multiple ways, and there is a clear
tendency to connect individual capability with competency in the undertaking of a task or tasks, for
both individuals and groups. Of interest, this was also noted in the ways that alumni responded to
questions about capability, namely that there is a tendency to group capability as a collective term,
rather than as separate and discrete skills, and relating to both individual experiences and group
experiences, thus indicating the need for multiple processes in enabling capability in the workplace.
Such findings highlight a need for grouping a single capability into a series of different operations.
For example, in thought processes, there are relationships between capabilities and it is important
that future employees are being made aware of how capabilities can be connected for maximum
work readiness in their area. This is important in thinking about firstly, how we implement the
framework into curriculum to ensure the classroom space aligns with the workspace and secondly,
how we can add value to graduates’ own personal and professional development.

Continuation
The first phases of the learner capability research project have involved industry, employers and other
stakeholders and alumni. Moving forward into the latter part of 2020 we are engaging with our
external partner, the Otago Southland Employers Association, for survey feedback and further
research engagement with employers to further understand the complexity of perspectives on
capability in the workplace.
Another goal for the 2020 year in developing ideas gained from the initial research is to engage with
staff who are implementing the programme into classrooms and with the current students who are
using the tool. Our aim is to learn about how capability fits into the curriculum, and how we can plan
and provide for realistic engagement and simulation or placement to gauge the effectiveness and
understanding of the concept of capability as key to the toolkit of the learner.
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We anticipate concluding this part of the research by the end of 2020, and then to have a solid and
stable foundation to confidently implement the Learner Capability Framework across the entire
Polytechnic in the ensuing years. We are looking forward to continuing this journey with our learners
in enabling work-ready graduates to make a successful entry into the highly changeable future of the
workforce in New Zealand.
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Appendix A. The Learner Capability
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*as at the date of publication, feedback and reflection has been undertaken on the previous research that has identified
the capability matrix. This has resulted in an addition of a 26th capability, as outlined in Appendix A. We have not
commented on this additional capability in the writing of this paper as it was not addressed to the staff and employers
undertaking the first phase of this research.
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Appendix B. An example of priority capabilities for a single programme cluster.
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Abstract
The preparation of Bachelor of Nursing (BN) students to maximise their learning in mental health
requires stronger practice-education partnerships to improve experiences and provide mental health
nursing (MHN) career opportunities. This research aimed to analyse factors to improve MHN practice
development with BN students in transition (final 12-week placement) in partnership with a regional
mental health service, focused on feedback informed treatment (FIT) approaches. Lakes District
Health Board (LDHB) has been successfully using FIT in their mental health service to encourage the
development of domain specific knowledge to improve MHN practice following three essential
activities: determining baseline level of effectiveness; obtaining systematic ongoing consumer
feedback; and engaging in deliberate practice. BN students must complete practice placements in
mental health settings and need to be well prepared in such approaches to participate with clients
toward improving health outcomes. This qualitative, descriptive and exploratory research reports on
the facilitation of the theoretical and practice preparation of 38 year three BN students in FIT. Six
students were placed in the mental health service. Two BN students and four registered nurse (RN)
preceptors who supported students attended focus groups to capture a range of learning,
experiences, and observation of practice. Three researchers analysed the data using thematic analysis.
Findings indicate that students were able to identify key concepts and provide positive contributions
to care planning and delivery. This paper shares our experiences of this partnership development and
detailed findings, including recommendation for further research.

Key words
Undergraduate mental health nursing, Māori mental health service provision, Feedback Informed
Treatment, education-practice partnerships

Background
The mental health service sector has been concerned to improve health outcomes for people
accessing the service. Whilst there has been significant research into improved client outcomes, many
studies report the complexity and importance of the practitioner skill mix (Miller et al., 2015). The
Ministry of Health, (2020) reports that:
A resilient, diverse and skilled workforce is crucial to successfully make the shift
that is required in the mental health and wellbeing system. Building a workforce
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with the skills and competencies to support a wellbeing approach requires us to
grow and upskill the current workforce, while also developing new workforces (p
13).
Mental health nursing (MHN) is a core component of the Bachelor of Nursing (BN) bi-cultural
curriculum reflecting the four articles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi articles at Toi Ohomai Institute of
Technology. NZ registered nurse competencies (Nursing Council of New Zealand, 2016) measured
throughout the BN reflect this commitment to Te Tiriti o Waitangi to ensure all nursing practice is
culturally safe.
Whilst all BN students complete clinical placements in mental health services, the recruitment of BN
graduates into mental health practice has been suboptimal (Stevens et al., 2013). A number of
initiatives have been established to attempt to reverse this trend (Cleary et al., 2006; Happell, 2008;
Ministry of Health, 2018) and improve MHN and sector performance. These include the development
of practice models such as: person centred care; strength-based approaches; and involving clients in
feedback on their treatment and progress (FIT) – an initiative unique to Lakes District Health Board
(LDHB) in Aotearoa New Zealand. These examples are designed to improve the professional
development of current staff and the quality outcomes for tangata whai ora (mental health service
consumers). Yet, literature continues to report negative undergraduate student experiences in
practice and difficulties in recruitment (Happell, 2008; Hazelton et al., 2011; Ministry of Health, 2018;
Stevens et al., 2013);

Mental health service context in Aotearoa New Zealand
Access to mental health services has grown seven-fold since 2008/9 with the increase in access for
Māori at 72.1% while non-Māori was lower at 36.8% (Ministry of Health, 2020). This demonstrates the
continued disparity of illness between Māori and non-Māori relating to mental health. Māori adults
were about 1.5 times as likely as non-Māori adults to report a high or very high probability of having
anxiety or depressive disorders. (Ministry of Health, 2014). In response, the Disability Action Plan
(2015) created a priority action for the Ministry of Health and DHBs to improve mental health services
for Māori. This action plan identified the need for increased recognition of the views and preferences
of service users/tangata whai ora and improved family/whānau consultation. A stronger call for
change arose with the He Ara Oranga report (Mental Health and Addictions Inquiry, 2018), which
recognised the inquiry process itself as well as the findings from the report as being a catalyst for
change in service provision across Aotearoa New Zealand. This inquiry heard the ‘voice of the people’
and ‘listened to the people’, reporting strong themes, powerful narratives and compelling stories of
the need for change from tangata whai ora. A more recent report clarified the need to strengthen
“cultural responsiveness, competency and assessment, including kaupapa Māori approaches”
(Ministry of Health, 2019, p. 18).
Dhar’s (2019) interview with a Māori psychiatrist, Diana Kopua, reiterated the importance of an active
learning approach when working with Māori, quoting “though we might be experts in psychiatry,
we’re not experts in the way of knowing that is indigenous”. Kopua identified Miller and Duncan’s
approach of FIT to improve the sectors collective performance and practice responsive to Māori
(Miller et al., 2015).

Feedback informed treatment in practice
FIT is a new initiative implemented at LDHB mental health services and offers a systematic practice
improvement methodology that encourages the development of domain specific knowledge to
improve MHN practice and outcomes for tangata whai ora.
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The use of FIT in Whare Whakaue (acute inpatient unit) has been pioneered by the LDHB team for the
last eighteen months. The approach is underpinned by three essential activities that have been found
to improve practitioner and service performance and tangata whai ora outcomes. These are:
determining baseline level of effectiveness, obtaining systematic ongoing feedback, and engaging in
deliberate practice (Miller et al, 2015). These authors have found that engaging in deliberate practice
based on tangata whai ora feedback is a key component to improved outcomes. These researchers
found that a prolonged period of reflection on feedback, planning and informed practice has been
found to develop deep domain-specific knowledge that allows the practitioner to use their skills in
more efficient ways.
Taking a patient-centred approach using FIT, the nurse works alongside tangata whai ora to identify
their goals in terms of their admission, and collecting information on what is important to them. This
is the Outcomes Rating Scale stage. Four days into the admission the team check in with tangata whai
ora to review progress and the development of the therapeutic alliance, which is the crux of the
methodology. This is the Session Rating Scale stage. At this point the team creates a culture of eliciting
critical/negative feedback, working with the tangata whai ora to inform the team (or nurse) on how
they can adjust their approach or practice/care to tailor to the individual tangata whai ora needs. This
practice of encouraging feedback has been noted to gain the most valuable information of tangata
whai ora progress and experiences of care. FIT in this context challenges health professionals to
recognise they are not the ‘experts’; tangata whai ora are then positioned as the more knowledgeable
about what works for them and the process ensures their perspectives of their treatment are heard
and actioned.

FIT and Bachelor of Nursing students
Developing BN students’ understanding of evidenced-based theoretical and practice models such as
FIT is a key way to improve their learning and experiences. Working in partnership with practice to
deliver key components enhances the likelihood of BN students choosing MHN as new graduates
(Hazelton et al, 2011). There are a number of studies for allied health professions (Dobud, 2017; Miller
et al, 2015), yet few studies have involved BN students’ preparation for practice using methods of
routine outcome monitoring such as FIT in an undergraduate nursing programme. Whilst these studies
have been carried out with psychotherapists, their alignment with effective MHN is recognised, as
well as forming the basis of a highly individualised professional development plan for practitioner
improvement. Miller et al, (2015) argue that no single system of measuring outcomes of services will
be sufficient to capture the vastly complex variables in mental health wellness and recovery. What is
critical is using the FIT system and being informed by the data to foster the professional development
of every clinician, and thus increased effectiveness and improved patient outcomes is the likely result.

Aim of the research
This research aimed to analyse factors to improve MHN practice development with BN students in
transition (final 12-week placement) in partnership with a regional mental health service, focused on
feedback informed treatment (FIT) approaches.

Cultural context
The research team consulted with Maori advisors from both organisations and used appropriate
tikanga and kawa unique to their organisations to actively protect the cultural and intellectual right of
Māori individuals, whanau, hapu and iwi. Researchers followed Māori protocols of approaching
participants respectfully, acknowledging their authority in expressing their own impressions and
preferences, inviting their full participation.
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Methodology
This qualitative, descriptive and exploratory research reports on the facilitation of the theoretical and
practice preparation of 38 year three BN students in FIT. Six students were placed in the mental health
service. Two BN students and four registered nurse (RN) preceptors who supported students,
attended focus groups to capture a range of learning, experiences, and observation of practice. The
research was planned to be undertaken across the MHN services throughout the acute and
community settings, but we found that only inpatient services were a suitable setting to meet the
objectives. The Clinical Nurse Director from LDHB mental health services delivered two, two-hour
interactive workshops on the theory and practice of FIT.

Focus Groups
Focus groups were held at LDHB by negotiation in the acute inpatient setting. The first was held early
in the transition placement to share their experience, level of understanding and confidence in being
involved with, observing and using FIT concepts in practice. A second focus group was held prior to
the conclusion of the placement (week 11) to collect data of their overall understanding and practice
experiences. Focus groups were conducted by a staff member from the Department of Nursing who
did not teach in the MHN component at this level, supported by a Māori member of the BN teaching
team. Focus group questions included students and preceptors identifying their understanding of FIT,
expectation of this understanding to influencing their care to patients, FIT in improving quality care,
meeting nursing council competencies, critical thinking and evidence-based practice. No identifying
features of participants were recorded to protect anonymity.
Focus group data was audio-recorded with participant consent and transcribed. Transcripts were
checked by two BN and four preceptor RN participants. Data was analysed using key word and
thematic analysis. The data analysis was validated across three researchers, one from the practice
setting and two from nursing education, who each viewed the data individually to identify key text
and recurring themes. The researchers subsequently met to discuss, compare and agree results and
confirm findings, to ensure robust moderation. This moderation allowed the selection of pertinent
quotations as evidence of findings. Careful attention to the theming and reporting of data across both
partner organisations ensured data integrity and information management to mitigate risks of
misinterpretation or bias in findings.

Findings and discussion
Student feedback
BN student feedback was variable across the two focus groups. Focus group data were analysed
together as the questions were similar to help orientate and later deepen responses. Students
identified that they had limited information about FIT before arriving on the ward. Whilst students
attend FIT theory workshops on campus, it appears they needed further preparation and to see
linkages and processes in practice to feel properly prepared.
Students were able to articulate they thought FIT was, “all about recovery and involving whanau in
recovery”, while another stated that FIT enabled:
…nurses to take constructive criticisms so we can reflect on our work and work
better with that individual instead of a group approach like the typical medical
thing – more of an individual basis a tool to guide treatment and care.
Students agreed that FIT “…assists a team approach and bridges the gap to help them [client] open
up”.
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In terms of supporting their learning about using FIT in practice students stated:
It was good when we shadowed preceptors and we could see how different
people applied the tool
… people asked things in different ways
… one nurse helped a client to use a mind map to plot their journey – a copy of the
mind map was given to the client and put in their file so other nurses could use it
as a guide.
In identifying what FIT meant to them in developing their knowledge in practice, one student noted:
Choosing the moment is important…The tool progresses the client to move
forward if the questions are asked in the right way. For example, asking “What
would keep you well?” and “how are you going to keep well?”
At the second focus group, BN students were able to describe concepts of the therapeutic alliance,
agreeing that FIT was a positive, outcome focused method, reporting:
It is such a positive tool, and we can see positive changes in the patients. It allows
them to feel that we don’t judge what they say
FIT assists to build the therapeutic relationship and helps people who have
problems interacting.
In relation to patient outcomes, a further student offered:
I feel that I am working with the patient to meet their goals and develop a bond
with the planning right through to discharge
In evidencing and completing transition competencies to meet the requirements of the BN
programme, one student noted:
There are a lot of competencies that can be utilised using the FIT framework
In analysing the overall themes reported by students, the – five key findings are:






importance of involving whanau and relationships;
importance of observation of RN preceptors in practice and team work;
constructive criticism (feedback);
therapeutic alliance; and
patient centred planned care.

Preceptor feedback
The five areas of commentary noted by BN students were further identified and distilled by RN
preceptor discussions and experiences of FIT working with the BN students. These four areas
confirmed to report experiences are:
Therapeutic alliance – “come do this with me”
Therapeutic alignment was confirmed as a key approach using FIT. One identified this concept key to
FIT as, “creating person-centred goals and we work around them – we are answerable to them
[patient/client] and we see how they get there” … “A tool designed to help us better understand our
treatment and care of service users and for them to participate and grow within their admission
throughout the ward and for it to continue at some point in the community”. Another RN followed
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with, … “It is not a case of what we want for them, it is more a case of how we are going to work
together to achieve their goals in becoming well and supporting them throughout their journey.”
Holistic family centered care
RN preceptors described a number of practices relating FIT to holistic family-centred care, … “It is
holistic care” … “and not just the patient’s journey, it is the family’s journey” … “It is about their
feedback to inform their treatment and how we use it” … “it is not about us, it is how we work as a
team.”
Culture of patient/client feedback to improve nursing practice
… “Making a culture of feedback” was clearly stated by one RN as an identifiable and a positive
influence of FIT. Another RN described FIT as “a game changer” toward positively changing care and
identified the key importance of feedback saying, … “some patients are reluctant to give feedback and
we need to reassure them that we can’t improve our practice if they [patients/clients] are not being
honest with us” and another added, …. “it has helped us look at our practice”. One RN reported that,
… “patients say they have never been asked for feedback before”. A further RN identified, … “if you
can accept criticism and change your delivery to tailor it to meet the needs of that individual then it is
beneficial.”
Changing care conversations
This theme recurred across a number of participants. “It [FIT] has changed the conversations at hand
over. Rather than mental state, treatment and medications [being spoken about], it is more holistic more patient feedback”. One RN gave an example that she repeated from a patient/client who said,
… “I don’t like that medication, it is affecting my relationships” and described the handover discussions
about changing the medication…The RN summarised that … “we tell patients it is about them and
they think that is cool”.

Summary
Both the BN students and RN preceptors provided positive and outcome focused commentary on
using FIT in practice. Participants reiterated the key components of FIT identified in the literature. RN
preceptor role modelling and clarity of the importance of FIT correlated with BN students’ positive
experiences. RNs discussed that student embraced FIT concepts '110%', and were able to demonstrate
additional ideas of practice engagement. Of particular note was the concept of “come do this with
me” that relates to FIT as an assessment, feedback and goal setting tool. RN role modelling effective
practice outcome with students appeared to increasing their positive experiences and thus possible
likelihood of choosing the MHN as new graduates. What became visible in the data analysis was
reports of implementation of FIT “as a game changer” in response to service improvement needs, and
the need for culture change for Māori mental health. This has been embraced by the team driving FIT
at LDHB.
The comments from the BNs and RN preceptors have reiterated a deviation from a medical model
approach into a contextual (patient centred) approach, as a paradigm shift that is called for
throughout He Ara Oranga. A contextual approach as offered by FIT, recognises that each person has
individual needs and desires and argues that a one size fits all approach does not always achieve
patient outcomes. Related to Māori, He Ara Oranga identified that the Western model of mental
health is not necessarily based on the beliefs that are shared by Māori. FIT guides and tailors
approaches that are based on what is important to the individual and their whanau, which is
evidenced by comments of the BN students in this study. FIT was recognised by both BN students and
RN preceptors as genuinely encouraging a shared partnership with a focus on the relationship and
connection as identified by He Ara Oranga.
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Recommendations for further research
Whilst this small study describes positive experiences for BN students, RN preceptors and tangata
whai ora, service outcome data would be very useful to demonstrate the longitudinal
outcomes/challenges of using FIT in Whare Whakaue. Tracking new graduate BN student experience
entering MHN would also add to the education practice partnership development.

Conclusions
This research set out to analyse factors to improve MHN practice development with BN students,
focused on FIT approaches in an acute inpatient setting. Four areas of commentary were identified as
providing a useful framework for reporting the experience and learning: Therapeutic alliance - “come
do this with me”; Family centred holistic care; A culture of client/patient feedback to improve nursing
practice; Changing care conversations. As well as confirming positive experiences of working with
tangata whai ora, and the ability to identify key concepts from participation in practice, BN students
were clearly able to articulate key FIT concepts. This research demonstrated the importance of FIT as
a methodology and professional development tool shared in partnership between education and
practice to prepare and support BN students in their final transition placement prior to registration.
Students, alongside tangata whai ora and their whanau and communities, are the ultimate
benefactors of FIT in this innovative practice setting.
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Abstract
This paper draws from a funded research project investigating mental health issues of tertiary
students in South Auckland, New Zealand. In 2018, there were 396,220 students enrolled with either
public or private training establishment providers in New Zealand (Education Counts, 2019). Anxiety
from studying can affect a student’s mental health and emotional well-being. In addition, many
students have other commitments on top of their study and these, along with the pressure of fulfilling
the expectations of their roles and other unexpected matters, can also create tension. A qualitative
research project associated with the kaupapa of kotahitanga, this research is informed by the voices
of different people, such as academic and support staff, practicum supervisors and students. The
targeted students were undertaking an undergraduate social work degree programme at Manukau
Institute of Technology. Data was collected through staff interviews and student questionnaires. The
interviews were used to identify factors associated with students’ mental health needs and how staff
responded to these needs, while the open-ended questionnaires were designed to capture the voice
of students. This paper will discuss some research findings which will inform strategies to address the
mental health needs of undergraduate students in the social work undergraduate programme.
Students enter tertiary education because they have high hopes for themselves, and
for their contribution to New Zealand … In order to help students, succeed in their
future endeavours, we must address the mental health crisis that is stopping students
from reaching their full potential
(Johnathan Gee, president of the New Zealand Union of Student Associations,
quoted in the New Zealand Herald, 18 July 2018).

Introduction
Most research on tertiary education focuses on academic performance, achievement, curriculum
design and meeting diverse learning needs. However, the mental health issues of tertiary students
have not been explicitly addressed (Forbes-Mewett & Sawyer, 2016). Life situations can be positive
and negative, and many things can be happening while students are studying. Last year, a tertiary
student’s body was found in the room of campus accommodation at a university in the South Island,
after it had lain there unnoticed for eight weeks (Cooke & Sherwood, 2019). Roy (2020) interviewed
some tertiary students and many said they are expected to spend a significant amount of time alone
in their rooms, undertaking online learning and staying with their devices, with a resultant lack of faceto-face interaction with others. This paper is not intended to discuss the constraints of online learning
or expectations of student accommodation on campus. Instead, the paper discusses an in-progress
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research project that explores social work degree students’ mental health issues and creates possible
support strategies for these students. The social work degree students will start to understand that
mental health issues do not determine who they are as a student nor their capability of gaining a
qualification. Students will also know that there is support available to help them to develop a plan
and implement strategies for building resilience.

Mental health of tertiary students
According to Kessler et al. (2007), early adulthood is a critical period in terms of developing the habits,
self-image and social relations that are characteristic of individuals in adult life. Approximately threefourths of all lifetime mental disorders start by the mid-20s, and the median age for substance abuse
disorders falls between 18 and 29 years of age.
The transition from childhood to adulthood is full of both physical and psychological variations. During
this time, our rangatahi (younger generation) may change kura (schools) and social circles, and face
pressures to fit in with their peers. In later years, they develop greater independence. However, with
this comes an enlarged exposure to risky behaviours involving sex, alcohol, drugs and motor vehicles,
as well as worries about choosing a future path beyond kura. In the course of all this, young people go
through internal changes and develop their own sense of identity and understandings about
themselves and the world around them; they may feel a conflict between their rising sense of identity
and their abilities.
Mental health issues are common in higher education all over the world. Research shows that
depression, anxiety and stress are more prevalent among tertiary students than their age-matched
peers (Leung, 2017; Reavley et al., 2012; Reavley et al., 2013; Winzer et al., 2016). In Aotearoa New
Zealand, education and health professionals have started focusing on the mental health of tertiary
students. Kei Te Pai? conducted by the New Zealand Union of Students’ Associations (NZUSA, 2019),
is one of the first studies of its kind on tertiary students’ mental health in Aotearoa New Zealand. Over
a month, 1762 students answered an online survey about their experiences around mental health.
“[Kei Te Pai?] scratches beneath the surface on the trials and tribulations of student life, a memorable
yet stressful time in many peoples’ lives,” said the union’s national president, Jonathan Gee (NZUSA,
2019, p. 6). Students experience different life stresses on top of the stress of study. Difficulties
adjusting to tertiary study, loneliness and academic anxiety which triggered depression, stress and
anxiety are some of the challenges for tertiary students (Leung, 2017).
Stress is believed to be one of the biggest triggers of a mental health condition for a tertiary student
(Cleary et al., 2011). The pressure to achieve good marks, undertake work experience, have a thriving
social life and stay out of debt can leave students feeling exhausted and burnt out. The opt-in Kei Te
Pai survey asked students about their education, living situation, drug and alcohol use, relationship
status and more (New Zealand Herald, 2018). It also asked about their experience of tertiary institution
mental health services and their mental health history. A diverse range of students participated. Fiftysix per cent of respondents said they had considered dropping out of tertiary study. The main reasons
the students gave for feeling overwhelmed were the struggles they experience living with mental
illness and fear of failure. Jobs and financial pressures were another stressor: “Work (is) making me
do too many hours but I can’t quit because then I wouldn’t have enough money to make it through
the week but then I do the hours and I can slowly feel myself getting more stressed and exhausted,
and more behind on my school work’” (NZUSA, 2019, p. 54). Students become quickly overwhelmed
when fearing failure and/or living with mental illness.
Many students enrol in their courses ill-equipped to face the demands of tertiary study. They struggle
to cope and can find the experience very isolating. This can unfortunately become a precursor to
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developing a mental health condition. Homesickness or loneliness are other contributory factors.
Studying in a tertiary education environment can become an isolating and individual experience.
Recent research by the Student Housing Company in the United Kingdom (2016) found that nearly
three-fourths of the students surveyed were experiencing or had experienced some form of mental
illness. Their report attributed the increase in mental distress to more students working while
studying, combined with a reduced stigma in mental health reporting. Yet, even so, 40 per cent of the
students said they would feel “too ashamed” or “too worried” to speak up and would rather conceal
their condition (Times Higher Education, 2017).

Potential support tools and resources for students who are in need
A member of the University Mental Health Advisers Network in the United Kingdom was quoted as
saying that “balance is the ultimate tool in fighting mental health conditions and treating your studies
like a full-time job, giving yourself a start and end time and regular breaks, can help you maintain a
good work-life balance and minimise stress” (Times Higher Education, 2017, para 6).
When a student is identified as needing mental health support, the tertiary provider may: a) provide
their lecturers with training and resources for supporting the student; b) employ individuals within
the institute who have a specialised support role to work with the student; and/or c) refer the student
to networks within the community. Circumstances regarding safety, culture, the student’s socioeconomic situation, whānau and location are all considered. Where possible, collaboration between
the student and the tertiary provider will ensure a client-led process where the student is allowed the
opportunity to choose the tools and resources they feel are best for their needs (Rapp & Goscha,
2006).
Lecturers may have been taught to be aware of behaviours that alert them to a student’s hinengaro
(thoughts, moods, and emotional wellbeing). Mental health is likely to affect many parts of a student’s
life and study. Therefore, observation of key behaviours can alert the lecturer that there may be a
problem; for example, the way a student interacts with others or their physical appearance, or
perhaps the student is sitting alone, has a withdrawn stance or appears whakamā about group work.
Lecturers will be assessing the holistic wellbeing of the student in this case.
Having an awareness of Te Whare Tapa Wha model of hauora by Durie (2011) is one-way lecturers
may naturally observe behavioural indicators of the holistic wellbeing of their students. Social
isolation, for example, could indicate that a student’s mental health is providing a barrier that is seen
in their tinana (physical appearance) and whānau (social interactions). As a supportive therapeutic
tool, Te Whare Tapa Wha (Durie, 2011) not only allows the lecturer to make an assessment but also
opens the chance for a conversation. This conversation may include how the student is coping and
feeling in all areas of their life, especially where their mental health is affecting their study. The
lecturer is trained to then refer the student to the Student Support Services team on campus.
The Student Support Services team offer the student academic support to help reduce stress around
assignment writing. Here, students are taught such things as time management for their assignment
preparation. The student can be shown how to write and read in an efficient way as well as the best
ways to meet their academic achievement goals without feeling totally overwhelmed by the need to
achieve.
According to Cleary et al. (2011), Student Support Services can also assess the urgency for mental
health intervention. Support team members are trained to call emergency services in acute mental
health situations. In most cases, however, the student is shown how to make an appointment with
one of the tertiary provider’s counsellors. This counselling service provides the student with an
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experienced practitioner who can work with mental health assessment, intervention and maintenance
frameworks and models of counselling. Some examples of the types of counselling that might be used
include, but are not limited to, Fonofale, Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT), a Strengths-Based
Approach, a Wellness Recovery Action Plan (WRAP) and Interactive Drawing Therapy (IDT). Whānau
and support people may be invited to be part of these counselling sessions to ensure the mental
wellbeing of the student.
Student Support Services encourage students to engage in cultural support. Pasifika, Māori and
pastoral staff are part of the Student Support Services team. They provide specialised support for
students who feel their mental health will benefit from being with staff and other students who share
similar values. For example, āhurutanga (safe spaces such as a whānau room or private prayer area
within the institute) may aid in providing comfort.
If further support is required, the Student Support Services team will have a list of reputable agencies
and professionals to whom they can refer students. These are usually for specialised mental health
services, such as addiction therapy, within the community. Some tertiary institutes provide funding
for students to access these services. This may be considered especially important when financial
stress has been a contributor to the student’s decline in mental health.

Methodology
This research has two aims: 1) to explore the mental health issues of tertiary students; and 2) to
develop some support tools and resources for building the resilience of students who are experiencing
mental health issues.
Given this, the two key research questions for this study are:
1. What are the contributing factors to tertiary students’ mental health issues?
2. What support tools and resources can be developed for these students?
It is important to note that the order of these two questions reflects the order of the research process
and is not indicative of any relative importance of the key research questions. This research topic
requires a qualitative methodology. Ronald et al. (2007) described qualitative research as aiming to
understand other people’s experiences, and this research seeks information about tertiary students’
and academics’ experiences with mental health issues. The data will be collected using an inquiry
approach (Cohen et al., 2007). We chose to use open-ended questions to collect participant data, to
gain a deep understanding of participants’ experiences and knowledge.
4.1) Interpretive research
Interpretive research is embraced in this research. This research paradigm looks at how people
interpret, provide meanings to and understand the world around them (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow,
2012). The methodological approach chosen involves people, as the goal of the research is to better
understand the world of human experience, through careful analysis and interpretation of the data.
Specifically, this research aims to explore participants’ information from an individual perspective;
thus, it is subjective research based around a humanistic approach.

4.2) Data collection method
The data will be collected using two open-ended online questionnaires: one to students who are on a
social work degree programme at MIT, and one to MIT staff who work closely with the social work
students.
The open-ended questionnaire will enable student voice and student perspectives to be heard. The
questionnaire will not require the participant to give their name, year of study or ethnicity. Students
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will not be identified at any stage of the research; the researchers will not know who did or did not
complete the questionnaire. The open-ended questionnaire will pay attention to contributing factors
associated with students’ mental health needs.
The staff questionnaire will go to campus counsellors, student support staff, learning support staff,
and cultural advisors as well as academic staff who have experiences working with social work
students. The questionnaire will explore how staff should respond to the needs identified by the
students and will also ask what resources should be put in place to help students to build resilience.
Students will receive an email invitation to participate in the research along with a link to the openended student questionnaire, which will be on the learning portal. By clicking on the link, the student
is indicating they are agreeing to participate in the project; they are not required to sign a separate
consent form. Likewise, relevant staff will receive an email invitation with a link to the staff
questionnaire and by clicking on the link, the staff member has indicated their consent to participate
in the project.
According to Tracy (2013), surveys can be used not only for academic research but also whenever
people search for information or opinions from others. Alessi and Martin (2010) stated that internetbased surveys are more accessible for participants and, furthermore, simplify the process of inputting
data. Given that the researchers will not be there to explain the questions to the participants, unlike
in an interview situation, the questionnaire design has to minimise the use of language in the
questions for the students to ensure clarity and to reduce the risk of inducing any anxiety in the
participants. These foundation concepts are very helpful to researchers trying to develop effective
questions. A questionnaire is often a one-off activity, meaning that the researcher may not have
another opportunity to interact with the participants and collect further data (Liamputtong, 2013).
Although we want to get as much information from the student participants as we can, because of the
nature of the research and the sensitivity of the research topic, we will not ask the participants to
complete a further set of survey questions or seek their permission to contact them for any other
information we might need from them after the questionnaire has been completed. However, the
possibility remains that staff could be contacted for further participation after the support tools and
resources have been developed. We need to work with staff in a collective way to support the students
who need help. The evaluation of the tools and resources is also part of the research project.

4.3) Ethical consideration
Research ethics are the rules of practice by which the researcher is responsible for the potential and
actual participants (Tolich & Davidson, 2011). The ethics application is designed to respect people
because it aims to protect and maintain the balance of the rights of both the researcher and the
participants. Research should not cause harm, but instead be beneficial to participants, the
researcher, and the community. All ethical requirements for the research were set by Manukau
Institure of Technology, and an application to the Ethics Committee for data collection was submitted
in 2019. Accordingly, all the ethical requirements pertaining to participation in the study – informed
consent, confidentiality, and anonymity – will be considered at each new stage of the research.
Participants will be given pseudonyms, both during the research process as well as in all publications
and presentations arising out of the research. Student participants will not be identified, and staff
participants will only have their work title mentioned. As part of the informed consent notes given in
the invitation to participate email, potential participants were told that the findings pertaining to them
would be presented nationally and internationally at conferences and in academic journals.

4.4) Grounded theory and inductive approach for data analysis
This research will use a grounded theory approach to examine the participants’ perspectives because
knowledge is gained by social interaction. This approach will be used because the research aims to
develop new knowledge grounded in the data collected.
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The first component of a grounded theory approach is to code the data (Birks & Mills, 2011). The data
and transcripts will be systematically coded into major themes. The relationships between themes will
be important to both the participants and the researchers. Inductive analysis is evident in much
qualitative research (Thomas, 2006). The researchers do not want to make predictions about how the
participants might view mental health issues; rather, the researchers want to discover the
participants’ perspectives. A grounded theory approach means that the research will not start with
hypotheses or with any expectations of the type and nature of the research findings.

Where do we go from here?
As academics, we witness mental health issues directly influencing students’ social interaction with
their peers, which in turn can hold back their academic performance and increase the chance of their
early withdrawal from courses. This idea prompts consideration of structural issues/institutional
processes that influence how academics approach student mental health issues. Often when a student
shows unusual behaviours, academics will assume it is the student’s problem, and they do not
recognise the problems underlying the behaviours. Academic staff can provide a certain level of
pastoral care support to all students, but this is not a focus area for academic staff and generally they
simply refer the student who is struggling to the campus counsellors and/or student support. Our
experience aligns with Happell et al’s (2014) statement that an increasing number of tertiary students
are affected by mental health issues, and so academics need innovative educational practices that
value and understand students’ mental wellbeing.
Qualitative research is an unstructured research approach where participants can direct the research,
so although there was an initial research plan, the project’s final outcome will be dependent on the
research findings. Furthermore, the whole country being put into lockdown due to COVID-19 is
something that could not have been forecast, and so the research team had to accept the fact that
despite careful initial planning, the research has to be extended which might affect the application
and time frame of the project. Researchers need to expect the possibility of change in the data
collection process, and indeed this is what happened, with the government’s response to an
unexpected pandemic. However, the change created an opportunity for the research team to be
adaptable and gave more time to explore the literature. The research team also acknowledges the
COVID-19 lockdown has potentially created more stress for many tertiary students as they have been
isolated from their peers and teachers. Many students have part-time jobs, particularly in the
hospitality industry which is facing unprecedented challenges during the Covid-19 response, so job
insecurity and financial worries might also be adding to some students’ stress.
The findings of this research project will benefit students, internal and external stakeholders, the
community and our country as a whole. Academics will develop some understanding of mental health
in tertiary students and how to identify symptoms of students with mental health issues. The social
work degree students will start to understand that mental health issues do not determine their
capability as a student or of gaining a qualification. Students will also know that there is support
available to help them to develop a plan and strategies for building resilience. The research team will
continually promote the support resources, conduct professional development workshops if needed,
and produce research outputs from the project. The team will also apply for further research funding
to test and validate the resources across different academic sectors in Aotearoa New Zealand.
Moreover, external stakeholders and the community will begin to be aware that mental health needs
of tertiary students must be addressed. External stakeholders and the community will be encouraged
to work collaboratively with academic providers to support the outcomes of the research project.
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Abstract
Auckland New Zealand has 1,791 automotive repair workshops, of which the majority are owneroperated and employ few people. This paper describes a research project undertaken to investigate
the gap between current customer service and good customer service practices which can lead to
improved business outcomes. The research was initiated by the authors in response to data collected
by groups of students as part of their study in a level 6 course in a degree programme. Twenty-six
reports from an eight-year period were used to extract data. Qualitative methodology was used to
analyse data as the reports were diverse and complex, and often subjective. The research revealed
gaps between customer expectations and the service that the workshops provided. Key findings
included workshop employees having the dual role of technicians as well as customer care, and that
most workshops studied did not have dedicated space for customers to wait in, therefore exposing
them to the operation of the workshop. The exposure of the customers leaves the person conducting
the business of the workshop open for litigation and penalties which may impact on the economic
viability of the business. Recommendations for industry stakeholders include training of staff who face
customers, creating a safe waiting area and keeping customers out of harm’s way. A recommendation
is also made that the Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Employment conduct regular compliance
checks of these small service providers to eliminate malpractices and create a safe work environment.
The paper reflects on the nature of student research in the workplace, referencing the underpinning
values of kaitiakitanga (guardianship of knowledge) and mahi kotahitanga (cooperation) which guided
the project.

Introduction
This research is a direct response to assessment reports contributed by students over an eight-year
period, relating to customer service in small automotive service workshops in Auckland New Zealand.
The research sought to investigate three interlinked premises: first, the small nature of the automotive
service industry is manpower restricted; second, the manpower restriction impacts the business
owner’s opportunity to pause and reflect on how effective their customer service is, or is not, and
thirdly; any improvement in customer service will result in improved income for the business. Our aim
was to create an awareness of the gap between current customer service and good customer service
practices which will potentially lead to better business outcomes. The foundation of effective
customer service is a process of free flow of communication between the front facing employees of
the business and those that seek their service. Effective customer service has a social context, hence
recognising the barriers or gaps in customer service will lead to improved customer service
satisfaction.

Background
According to Statistics New Zealand, in 2019 the Auckland region had 1,791 automotive repair and
maintenance businesses that had between one and nineteen employees. Most of these businesses
had no employees, meaning that it is owner-operated; while the next largest group had fewer than
five employees. The businesses cater for aftermarket service and repair of vehicles of which many are
imported as used cars from Japan. Employees or operators of the businesses have the skills required
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to repair and service the vehicles - for small automotive service centre business owners, this is their
core focus.
As part of their industry-experience study, automotive students carry out an analysis of a repair and
maintenance workshop for business operation and regulatory compliance, with a particular focus on
customer service practices. At the end of their industry placement, students produce reports for
assessment, and must also make these available to the business owner.
Copies of the students’ reports have been collated over the last eight years and provide the data used
for this research. Students are advised that their assessments will be used as data for research at the
beginning of the course. This is verbally stated and also written and highlighted in their assessment
package. To show students how their assessment contributes to our research, I provide them copies
of the previously published research. And in line with agreed ethical practice, students are provided
with information sheets and participant consent forms which are signed, collected and stored. This
practice aligns with the position that reports written by students are authentic and fundamentally
trustworthy and that data mined from a wide collection of students’ work and used for an educator’s
own research is ethical, provided that the students are acknowledged and have given full informed
consent (Panko & Singh, 2014).
To maintain quality of data, only reports that had scored 80% and over were selected and used in this
research. The reports were then anonymised, and care taken that no identifying details of students,
business owners and their staff, or particular premises were reported, thus fulfilling the ethical
requirements of kaitiakitanga (guardianship of knowledge), which were part of our process and
permission to use this material.

Research question
How deep is the customer service gap in the automotive after-market service industry in New
Zealand?

Literature review
The aftermarket service industry has an undeniable image of small business operation with most
organisations having fewer than five workers. The workers are talented individuals hired by the
business operators as specialist or trainee automotive technicians. Royne et al. (1998) argue that
customer satisfaction and service quality remain critical issues in service industries. Satisfaction, in
turn, is believed to influence attitude change and purchase intention (Oliver, 1980). Parasuraman et
al. (1991) argue that customers expect service basics delivered at a level they believe commensurate
with the price they pay, and understanding customer expectations is a prerequisite for delivering
quality customer service. Brady and Cronin (2001) suggest that customer-oriented business
operations are perceived as having better quality physical goods and employee performance. Oliver
(1980) argues that customer satisfaction generally arises from an individual’s comparison of perceived
performance and expectation of actual performance. D’Emidio et al. (2019) found the risk is that
dissatisfied customers are more likely to publicly express their unhappiness through social media,
hotlines and letters, and business owners need to counter by focusing on keeping their customers
happy and, most importantly, reducing the number of unhappy customers. While business
technologies are changing the speed and impact of customer complaints, Devine et al. (2012) further
suggest that poor customer service is not only a problem for customers but also vexes business
managers for whom balancing the trade-offs between the cost of services and the customer
experience benefits they provide can become difficult. The authors further suggest that focusing on
the human side of customer service can lower costs and improve customer satisfaction considerably.
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With the demand for improved customer service, Beaujean et al. (2006) found in their research that
although business entities are investing funds in traditional loyalty programmes and customer
relationship management technology, these initiatives tend to end up in disappointment. They
suggest that the missing component in service quality improvement is the ‘spark’ between the
customer and front facing staff members. The spark, combined with emotionally driven behaviour
creating conversational empathy, creates great customer service resulting in trust and loyalty. With
competing automotive service business organisations operating next to each other, Raedemaecker et
al. (2015) argue that providing good customer service has never been easy, as service expectations
continue to rise due to unprecedented technological change and access to data, and the power of
social media for customers to publicise their experience. This puts the onus on vehicle service
providers to make each customer interaction a pleasant experience.
People employed in the automotive aftermarket service industry are technicians and, in most cases,
they also act as the front facing staff, which is why building capability in a customer service context is
important. Capability development for service technicians includes understanding customer needs
and according to Raedemaecker et al (2015), the closer service technicians are, the more likely they
are to have real answers subject to them having built skills in listening to customers and analysing
problems. The service requirements of each customer in an automotive aftermarket business varies
depending on specific faults in their vehicle. Buesing et al. (2018) argue that in the current shifting
customer relations landscape, every interaction has the potential to cement or sever the relationship,
hence the need to transition to a more holistic approach to customer engagement has become critical.
This challenge to personalise each interaction requires a strong focus on the development of front
facing staff capability, increasing the employees’ value to the business.
Due to undifferentiated service products, aftermarket service-providing businesses operate in an
increasingly competitive environment and are economically challenged, hence have to make do with
a small number of staff members who can multi-task. Braff and Devine (2008) suggest that companies
faced with increased competition that closely manage their customer experience are saving money
without depriving them of customer satisfaction.

Methodology
A qualitative methodology was used to analyse data from 26 reports collected over eight years. To
maintain high quality of data, only reports that were graded above 80% were used for this research.
The research scope was observations extracted from only those reports related to customer service
in commercially operating workshops.
Table 1: Selection of reports
Semester

Overall number of students

1 - 2012
1 - 2013
2 - 2013
1 - 2014
1 - 2018

23
16
21
19
14

Overall number of reports
examined
5
2
5
4
2

2 - 2018

25

4

1 - 2019
Total

22
140

4
26
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Findings
The reports contained data on multiple topics but for the purposes of this report, only data from the
customer service component of the reports has been included. The 26 reports used had many
different ways of describing customer service. As the data used are descriptions in the reports, the
findings are qualitatively analysed.
The findings were initially tabulated for ease of understanding and later explained. We have used
coding and thematic descriptors to maintain privacy of data collectors and their subjects. The findings
are categorised in three themes:
Table 2: Customer service themes
Customer satisfaction

Customer facilities

Customer safety

Customer satisfaction is described using terms such as; excellent
customer service, customer expectations, customer benefits,
relationships, professional conversations, treat and serve, respecting
and friendly, choice of service, happy outcomes, cultural considerations,
time conscious, work guarantee, courteous, feedback, social media.
Customer facilities are described using terms as; access, reception,
warm and comfortable environment, waiting areas, beverage facilities,
parking facilities, entertainment, courtesy cars.
Customer safety are coded for terms such as; work area, access, safety
lines, signage.

Customer satisfaction
The data for this study included many different ways to describe customer satisfaction; the majority
(19 out of 26) reports suggested that workshop owners understood the importance of customer
satisfaction and were keen to meet expectations. Two workshops specifically had employees of
different cultures at the reception to meet the diverse demographics of their customer base. The
following statement from a student report reflects the expectation of customers:
How an employee approaches a customer is important because it sets the tone for
how a customer feels in the environment, whether they are comfortable or feel
distant or intimidated. The next thing a customer will look forward to is a
conversation where the owner, manager or receptionist will make them feel
welcome and have a friendly aura, talking them through the procedures, detailing
the cost for repairs/service, and duration of that service.
The following observations made by other students about different premises offer further evidence
of the importance they attributed to this business element:
The workshop director greeted us in a very genuine, open and friendly manner. By
walking up to us at the entrance to his workshop, we felt very welcomed from the
get go. In using this approach, he developed trust and we were able to discuss the
services he provided.

This workshop has basically applied several strategies to communicate with
customers such as email, phone call or by face to face communication.
Customer complaints of vehicle problems are directed to the head technician who
is responsible to perform diagnostics and identify the cause of the problem. The
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technician then explains to the customer in a respectful manner in order to avoid
customer complaints.
The owner of the workshop was very well versed in different ways of attracting the
customers, the way of greeting regular customers in their own languages and
talking to them something apart from repair gives more smiles on customer faces
and introducing us to customers with a hand shake was really brilliant.
Twelve of the 26 workplaces indicated that the workshop mechanics also substituted as customer
service personnel. This arrangement was due to the limited number of employees and the need for
the technicians to provide first-hand feedback to customer enquiries or report on the work they have
done on the customers’ vehicles.
Fifteen workplaces noted staff composition representing a culturally diverse background. As a
practice, these workshop staff would approach their customers depending on a perceived shared
cultural heritage which made communication easy and helped to secure the work.
Eighteen workshops promoted themselves through social media and in turn received feedback from
customers using the same medium. The workshops used the feedback to improve their services and
secure return and new customers.
Only three workshops were reported to be sending reminders to their customers when service for
their vehicle is due or to inform them of services that the workshop is promoting.

Customer facilities
The reports reviewed customer facilities including parking space on arrival, reception areas, waiting
rooms and courtesy cars. Anderson et al. (1994) suggest that customer facilities have a direct impact
on customer convenience and an indirect impact on the economic success of the business.
The following observations were reported by the students:
There was no customer waiting area but only chairs set up just beside the reception.
Customers are not safe from the workshop operation including exposure to noise
and exhaust gas from running vehicle engines.
One of the problems we find during our observation is the parking. This workshop
does not distinguish between customer parking area and employee parking area so
the vehicles are free to find empty places to park. During our observation we seen
a few customers come and leave as they can't find a parking.
Seventeen of the 26 reports indicated that the workshops under study did not have any customer
waiting room or that the waiting space was part of the open work area and customers could easily
access the service technicians’ workspace. Only two workshops had appropriate customer waiting
rooms with beverages and entertainment such as a television and/or reading material.
None of the workshops under study had designated parking spaces for drive in customers, and it
appeared to some of the students that during busy periods, a number of the customers tended to
drive away. Such actions would indicate that even though the workshop had work on hand at the time,
they were missing out on potential customers.
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Customer safety
Providing a safe environment for customers requires limiting access to the workshop space and
provision of activities that will occupy their attention. The reports found major shortcomings in many
businesses’ provision of safe places where customers could wait while their vehicle was under repair
or service.
The following observations were reported by students:
Some customer comes in to the work without looking at the stop sign and most of
the time they want to see the repairs on their cars and talk with the technician
regarding the repairs.
Visitors and customers have to walk across approximately half of the distance
across the working area of the workshop floor area until they can get to the
reception creating a risk. If a worker did not notice anyone is behind the vehicle
when reversing, it might cause a serious injury. Additionally, everyone can walk in
to the workshop without any permission which is not safety for other people.
Some of the customers stand around the working area which is not good for the
workshop if anything happens to them. The workshop has “No Entry” signs but due
to small and open space of the waiting area the customer can still walk around the
working area.
Twenty-four out the 26 workshops did not have adequate facilities to keep customers occupied for
the period that vehicles were being serviced or repaired. In most of the 24 workshops which fell short,
the customers either did not have a dedicated space to wait or the limited facilities were located in
the workshop area. This practice contravenes the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015, section 37
which is Duty of PCBU (Person Conducting a Business or Undertaking) who manages or controls
workplace: (1) A PCBU who manages or controls a workplace must ensure, so far as is reasonably
practicable, that the workplace, the means of entering and exiting the workplace, and anything arising
from the workplace are without risks to the health and safety of any person (Health and Safety at
Work Act 2015).

Conclusions
The findings from these 26 reports on small automotive service centres identified that customer
service in these workshops did not meet customer expectations in satisfaction, facilities and safety. In
fact, there was a major gap between expectation and experience for those customers that patronised
the service centres as the workshops did not invest in adequate service provision. The majority of the
workshops did not have dedicated customer waiting rooms and many workshops exposed their
customers to risks in the service centres. This lack of due care of the customers leaves these workshops
open to litigation which may lead to penalties under the Health and Safety at Work Act, 2015. These
gaps in customer service may be due to the structure of the operation of the service centres and the
limited number of employees. Another explanation might be the existence of an educational gap
about the obligations of the service centre providers. This research did not investigate business
owners’ awareness and drivers, nor did it consider why customers patronise a particular small
automotive service centre, as these were not part of the students’ purview. However, both areas
warrant further investigation.

Recommendations
The following recommendations are derived from our conclusions to ensure that customers in small
automotive service centres experience satisfaction, are safe, and that the workshops provide
appropriate facilities for them when patronising their services.
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Recommendation one: Service providers have trained customer service personnel to ensure
that customers understand what, how long and when they will receive the agreed service for
their vehicle.



Recommendation two: Every service centre needs to have a dedicated customer waiting room
away from the workshop operating space or provide a pick up and drop off service.



Recommendation three: Customers are made aware that they are not to enter the work space
of the workshop and must stay within clear safety lines.



Recommendation four: The Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Employment carry out
regular compliance checks on the automotive service providers to ensure nobody is put on
risk under Health and Safety at Work Act 2015.
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Abstract
The Reform of Vocational Education (RoVE) is well underway, merging New Zealand’s sixteen
polytechnics into a single centralised institution with subsidiary campuses in regional centres. This
process, with an emphasis on collaboration, networking and sharing of resources, offers rich territory
for creating a Community of Practice (CoP), bringing together good practice in various disciplines of
expertise across Aotearoa New Zealand. This paper will outline our proposed research project, to
address how best we can create a pan-institutional CoP.
Our learning and teaching development team at Otago Polytechnic positions itself as a CoP, whereby
we operate as a community with a common passion for learning and teaching, in support of and in
collaboration with our teaching staff and internationally through our global engagement programme.
Our operational domain involves programme/course design and development, and blended delivery
using educational technologies such as Moodle (and more). Through our work practices (creating
training resources, delivering workshops, etc.), our team has chosen to make itself a CoP in the way in
which we share knowledge and discoveries.
We wish to extend an invitation to learning and teaching professionals in the tertiary sector of
Aotearoa New Zealand who may already be involved in a CoP in learning and teaching, or are
interested in joining one. The proposition involves co-constructing a pan-institutional community or
hapori by using design thinking tools and processes. This paper will initiate a conversation with people
at other institutions around participating in a future research collaboration and co-creating a wider
CoP.

Introduction
We come together in time when, from 1 April 2020, we find ourselves on a trajectory of radical change
as our sixteen polytechnics are merged under one banner of the New Zealand Institute of Skills and
Technology (NZIST). At the same time, we are amidst a global pandemic as the novel coronavirus
Covid-19 gathers momentum, enforcing lockdown and leading to the rapid adoption of online delivery.
As we arrive at this juncture, stellar learning and teaching (L&T) professionals have risen to the
challenge to support teaching staff to adapt teaching materials for online delivery and to learn new
tools and technologies.
In this paper, we call on L&T professionals to join a community of practice (CoP) in a ‘call to action’.
This critical time offers an opportunity to harness our learning and teaching expertise across Aotearoa
New Zealand and work together. We believe creating a national learning and teaching community is
vital in ensuring we lead NZIST through the 21st century challenges and in a post Covid-19 era.
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CoPs are clusters of people who come together to exchange, enhance and extend their knowledge in
an area or discipline of shared interest or concern. By necessity, the discipline must be sufficiently
complex for people to gravitate towards and learn from one another. Lave and Wenger (1991)
ascribed this form of learning to an active process involving “legitimate peripheral participation” (book
title), which is situated in these communities of practice. Wenger and Snyder (2000) explored
knowledge management in businesses and found that CoPs may arise "when a company reorganizes,
employees with functional expertise may create communities of practice to maintain connections with
peers”, or in response to external changes (p. 401). Indeed, Squires and van de Vanter (2013) assert
that CoPs maintain efficiency “when organisations increase in size, complexity and geographical
spread” (p. 298) and have arisen outside of workplaces, for example, “in education, teacher training
and within virtual spaces” (p. 290). As the sector reorganises as NZIST with our shared goal to provide
the best vocational learning, our size, multiple locations and complexity of the L&T discipline will
necessitate the sharing and pooling of our resources and knowledge.
The central proposal of this paper is seeding a workplace L&T CoP to create a networked space in
which collaborative and communal learning can occur, where “the central issue in learning is becoming
a practitioner not learning about practice” (Brown & Duguid, 1991, p. 45). By combining a framework
of CoP theory with design thinking processes, this paper proposes that we engage in a participative
co-construction of a pan-institutional community or hapori of L&T professionals. Such an
“organisational innovation” (Levin, 2013) would need to be formally supported by senior leaders of
NZIST, local iwi and runanga, and trade union representatives. If acceptable to the wider community
of L&T professionals in the tertiary education sector, this endeavour would be initiated as a research
proposal to seek ethics approval and funding.
Informed by the CoP framework our main questions are:
 Is this a viable and desirable framework to start working collaboratively?
 How should a L&T CoP be formed and operate to lead NZIST through the 21st century
challenges and a post Covid-19 era?
 What principles, values and mechanisms should guide an L&T CoP?
Our proposal is firstly to create a stable environment in which people feel secure, supported, and are
consulted. Secondly, we aim to follow a clearly-defined structure and set of protocols which have been
mutually constructed and agreed upon with goalposts and check-points employing the fundamental
design thinking steps: Empathise - Define - Ideate - Prototype - Test - to help people to arrive at a
shared vision (Liedtka & Ogilvie, 2011).
In the following section, we reflect on what our current reality is by using a case study approach in
making an in-depth and detailed analysis under the lens of CoP theory of a L&T unit ‘in action’. Through
this process we intend to demonstrate the utility of CoPs for sharing, nurturing, and disseminating a
strong knowledge base in L&T. Next, we ask “what if?” as we ask you to envision the future of L&T in
post Covid-19 and post-RoVE NZIST. Finally, we ask “what works?” If this proposition is acceptable to
L&T professionals and other stakeholders, how should we evaluate this endeavour? In our proposed
research we would explore the depth and breadth of interactions of an emerging community of L&T
professionals. Using design thinking iterative processes and feedback loops should assist in this
evaluation.

Case Study: Otago Polytechnic’s Community of Practice in Learning and
Teaching
This section presents a snapshot of the discipline and practices of the Learning and Teaching
Development (LTD) unit at Otago Polytechnic (OP), taken at the end of the era of single-institution
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polytechnics, in 2020 Aotearoa New Zealand. Using a case study approach, we intend to highlight the
importance of L&T as a discipline and our collaborative practices at OP.
In their RoVE consultation discussion document the government identified a need for the institutes of
technology and polytechnics (ITPs) to operate as a well-coordinated network ensuring employers and
learners are offered high-quality, flexible learning that meets their needs: “We need to move from a
system where educational institutions and on the job training compete with one another,... we need
them to expand access to consistently high-quality quality vocational education and their course
delivery throughout the country” (Ministry of Education, 2019, p. 4).
In New Zealand, vocational teachers, while having specialised expertise in their respective fields, may
not have teaching experience or a background in L&T (Viskovic, 2005). Generally, where higher
education teaching staff were employed untrained, there is an expectation to complete some initial
teacher training while working. Viskovic’s (2005) research also indicates vocational teachers value the
informal learnings from within a CoP framework.
To support our teaching staff to gain learning and teaching skills in both formal and informal settings,
the activities of the LTD unit at OP fall into three workstreams:
 teacher training and continuing professional development for academics nationally, and
internationally through OP’s global engagement strategy;
 curriculum design and development support service; and
 support for the use of technology-enhanced learning.
During the consultation process, as Ron Bull, our Tumuaki Whakaako, said: “When cold winds blew
from the north and the government of the day threatened the peace of our village…”, the government
proposed that ITPs might host Centres of Vocational Excellence (CoVEs) (Ministry of Education, 2019).
In response to and at the request of OP's leadership, the LTD team wrote a proposal for a Centre for
Excellence in L&T (CELT), following a federal model similar to the universities of Ireland, Wisconsin,
and Minnesota, in which the CELT would establish strategies and policies, promote research and
scholarship to embed excellence in L&T, and provide support for technology-enhanced learning.
However, during the writing of our proposal, the LTD team identified that the CoVE model did not
align with the concept of “one institution” and would instead create a climate of competition and
division. Considering New Zealand’s size and population, there are good reasons that CoVEs should
not be geographically based. Alternatively, L&T professionals might instead be assembled to bring
together expertise and best practice in specific areas, for example, through partnerships with Ako
Aotearoa and other L&T groups across New Zealand, as networked CoPs.
The OP LTD team started to imagine themselves as a CoP. Our core business is complex and as a team
of specialists from different backgrounds we need to learn from each other. Through our work
practices, including programme/course design and development, blended delivery, creating training
resources, delivering workshops, and other related activities, our team has evolved into a CoP. This is
driven by our mutual passion for learning and teaching, and a desire to maintain currency, find
innovative solutions by problem solving, and share knowledge and discoveries. In Wenger’s (1998)
terms, this describes our “joint enterprise” (p. 80) or shared vision and goal.
As an interdisciplinary team, with diverse and current expertise in education and industry, we
complement and learn from each other. It is through our work activities and social interactions that
we contribute to “dense relations of mutual engagement” (Wenger, 1998, p. 74). This in turn extends
to sharing of knowledge and nurturing of skills of more peripheral members, for example new
members of the CoP, as described by Lave and Wenger’s (1991) term, ‘situated learning’.
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A third essential attribute of Wenger’s (1998) CoP framework is a shared repertoire which refers to
the “routines, words, tools, ways of doing things, stories, gestures, symbols, genres, actions or
concepts that the community has adapted in the course of its existence” (p. 83). The LTD CoP’s shared
repertoire consists of carefully selected tools, routines, and processes. Examples include:
 Moodle as our learning management system (LMS) as well as repository for documentation
and staff training resources and workshops;
 Microsoft Teams and Office 365 for communications and information, data and systems
management; and
 sharing of new learnings with our teaching community through blogs on OP’s intranet.
LTD’s choice and application of these tools, routines and processes is guided by OP’s shared vision and
values (Otago Polytechnic, n.d.):
Caring | Manaakitaka We value people, communities and the environment
Courage | Māia We are bold in shaping a better future
Accountability | Takohaka We are responsible and act with integrity
Empowerment | Whakamanataka We inspire and enable others to succeed
Implicit in OP’s leadership style are aspects of design thinking which value a human-centred approach
where staff are encouraged and supported to be innovative and self-managing: “Kia tu ki te tahi – our
people make a better world” (Otago Polytechnic, n.d.).
Providing our teaching staff with opportunities for upskilling and development of their academic
capabilities is key to ensuring ongoing advancement and staff satisfaction (McGirr, 2018). For example,
the LTD team was asked to develop and trial a new way of liaising and working alongside OP’s different
Schools. Developed by Glasgow Caledonian University (2014), LTD adopted a hub-and-spoke model in
March 2019 which has facilitated a feedback loop between the LTD team at the hub and OP’s Schools
as the spokes. L&T specialists liaise with teaching staff to build relationships, gather information, and
offer targeted support.
Additionally, LTD has created and supports a cross-school CoP in the areas of educational technology,
pedagogy and teaching, consisting of ‘EdTech champs‘, who are teachers, administrators, and some
LTD members. This group is very much about embracing problems, and debating and trialling new
technologies; that is, by engaging in a design thinking iterative process to solve problems, they arrive
at better ways to accomplish tasks or so-called “micro innovation processes” (Levin, 2013, p. 281). LTD
and the EdTech champs use the hub-and-spoke relationships to share and embed mini-innovations in
daily learning and teaching activities, through socially situated learning processes (Lave & Wenger,
1991).
The EdTech Champs model formed the basis for LTD setting up a teacher-centred space on Microsoft
Teams: “Teaching Online Community of Practice” in response to the national lock-down due to Covid19. An unstable and challenging environment created a community; within two days, membership
had grown to 111 participants and one month on we have 195 participants with up to 85 active users
per day. These figures and interactions indicate a desire and ability to collaborate and share
knowledge. As remote teaching capabilities and knowledge accelerates in this environment, this CoP
initiative will further contribute to nurturing the culture of collaboration and sharing.
Our success is evident through continual data gathering. Embedded within our team’s processes, this
has enabled tracking and management of workload and priority areas. The 2019 LTD Team
performance report end of year snapshot shows: 100% positive feedback from customer service and
an increase in providing support and forming partnerships internally and externally through short
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courses, workshops, and contracts (LTD has a fee for external service offerings). Data also suggests an
increase in the academic capability of teaching staff, inferred from a reduction in uptake of
programme design and development support.
Our interest in CoPs has led to an LTD-led research study currently underway to identify any other OPwide L&T CoPs which may have arisen within the Schools and to address the perceived value of these
CoPs to teachers in their interdisciplinary contexts.

Overlapping communities of practice
Members of the LTD team additionally claim membership of a number of nationwide CoPs. Examples
include the national Centre for Open Education Practice (COEP), Ako Aotearoa’s Adult Literacy,
Numeracy and Cultural Capability FaceBook community, and the Tertiary Accord of New Zealand
(TANZ) eCampus, arising from long-standing collaborations, professional development workshops,
and co-development projects, respectively. Overlapping CoP membership expedites finding, sharing,
transfer, and enrichment of resource banks, and creates opportunities for knowledge transfer.

What if? Envision the future of L&T in post-RoVE NZIST
As of 1 April, 2020, the ITP sector entered uncharted territory as New Zealand’s 16 polytechnics
became one. While the transition will occur very gradually over two or more years, we must start to
consider how loss of institutional boundaries impacts on our ’village’. In reality, smooth running of the
cogs and wheels of schools and colleges across ITPs nationwide depends on lubrication by L&T,
information technology and systems (ITS), and other service departments. Can we move from a model
of single villages to a networked metropolis without centralisation and/or rationalisation of these vital
L&T and ITS resources that could lead to the engine seizing up and coming to a grinding halt?
In these final two sections, we become proponents of managing this transition with a two-pronged
strategy: through design thinking processes, can we use a CoP framework to engage with L&T
practitioners to implement change? Could one outcome of this transition be a participative and
innovative organisational change (Levin, 2013)? Levin argues persuasively that change as an
“organisational innovation” evolves gradually as participants start interacting and working in new
ways. Crucially, organisational innovations are created through good participative processes which
require high levels of trust on the “shop floor” (Levin, 2013, p. 281).
Participation of end-users is one of design thinking’s strategies. Design thinking as a user-centred
innovation method has become increasingly widespread in education (Lor, 2017). This involves coevolution, developing problem solving situations, creating frames, exploring themes, and fostering
discourse. Any organisational innovation such as growing collaboration across NZIST subsidiaries
involves people:
Recognizing organizations as collections of human beings who are motivated by
varying perspectives and emotions, design thinking emphasizes engagement,
dialogue, and learning. By involving customers and other stakeholders in the
definition of the problem and the development of solutions, design thinking
garners a broad commitment to change. (Liedka, 2018, para. 42)
What we propose is that by adopting design thinking tools, we can begin to structure a co-created
framework. While we appreciate design-thinking is not a ‘silver bullet’, it involves problem solving
processes, exploring themes and fostering a shared discourse. We are not offering a ‘master plan’,
rather suggesting an iterative process that is collaborative. Our suggested framework encompasses
the following steps:
 Co-creating a shared vision
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Proposing and creating possible pathways
Co-creating timelines, a blueprint and checkpoints

Taking part in this proposed project requires time and energy. We would therefore suggest a
commitment to a six-month iterative cycle.

How do we measure our success?
During the current transition, this paper proposes that people in learning and teaching roles across
New Zealand be invited to enter into a collaboration in which the desired outcome is a networked L&T
CoP. By taking a ground-up approach, participants should be given increased autonomy over their
working relationships and developing networks. This process requires a tripartite agreement between
participants with senior leaders of NZIST, local runanga and trade union representatives in which there
is an implicit understanding of working towards achieving efficiency, collaboration, and a national level
of excellence in tertiary education.
Our proposed research seeks to develop useful maps and measures on seeding and growing a CoP
environment using design thinking processes and to demonstrate their impact. We would recommend
using a participatory action research model as described by Swantz (2008).
Integral to this is determining the depth and breadth of activities and interactions in an emerging
community of L&T professionals. Quantitative data collection may include exploring the frequency,
nature and complexity of virtual interactions (emails, forum posts, information transfer, etc.) and of
face-to-face meetings. Qualitative data could be collected by interviews with L&T professionals at sixmonthly intervals from the community’s inception.
Further data and validation could be sought from case studies of selected clusters of L&T teams.
Research participants may be asked to keep journal entries detailing CoP interactions. A thematic
analysis would explore “processes of conflict, instability and power negotiations” that have been
largely unexplored in Wenger’s CoP model (Barton and Tusting, 2005, p. 9). Similarly, unexplored
territory around the concept of community in CoP theory, which implies life-long membership and
belonging, has raised questions around inclusion and exclusion (Barton and Tusting, 2005, p. 10), and
how to exit! In closing, CoP theory remains “a helpful imaginary for the encouragement of change and
learning” (Cousin and Deepwell, 2005, para. 24). We hope you will join us to imagine a future for
learning and teaching in NZIST.
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Abstract
Unlocking the potential of New Zealand’s knowledge base, its people and diverse resources will be
vital in realising socio-economic and environmental benefits for Aotearoa, New Zealand. This small
nation has the potential to be a world-class leader in industries that use niche technologies and
leverage partnerships. Some leading New Zealand firms are already championing this cause through
their membership of the Climate Leaders Coalition (CLC), promoting business leadership and collective
action on climate change. The synergistic model employs partnership contribution to propel growth,
using knowledge, people and resources in a future-directed approach for industries facing strategic
challenges in an environment of disequilibrium. This position paper draws on a desktop review of
literature, organisational and media reports, and national data to show how some members of the
CLC are leading action in emissions mitigation and sustainability. The findings evidence the many ways
organisations can leverage partnerships and innovation to align with signals from government and
industry, even in some of the most challenging contexts. The paper concludes with an example from
the construction industry, with clear implications for our future combined tertiary education
organisation, and its mandate to create a vocational education system that is geared for the needs of
the future.

Introduction
“Businesses today are saying: I am a concerned citizen of this ‘one planet’. I love
my children. I have a long-term strategic horizon” (Orr, 2018, p. 3).
Sustainability is a topic that residents of this planet cannot ignore. For polytechnics, it is vital to teach,
model and research sustainability so that our graduates will champion sustainability initiatives in the
organisations in which they are employed. The need to address environmental challenges is all around
us; the ferocity and frequency of weather events is creating an uprising and growing awareness
regarding climate change action. In the Pacific, sea-level rise is claiming low-laying islands. The Prime
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Minister of Australia has accepted their 2019-2020 bush-fire crisis was exacerbated by climate change,
stating government emissions targets needed to evolve (Osborne, 2020).
In New Zealand, the per capita emissions rating is seventh amongst 43 Annex I countries, blighting a
‘clean green’ image (Ministry for the Environment, 2019). Agriculture and energy sectors are the
biggest emitters. Our Greenhouse Gas Inventory is the official annual estimate of human-created
greenhouse gas emissions and removals; along with our new Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon)
Amendment Act 2019, New Zealand has a framework to implement climate change policies to support
the Paris Agreement. The Climate Change Commission will monitor our country’s emissions reduction
targets with emissions budgets set to 2030 and 2050 in the Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon)
Amendment Act 2019 no 61, 2019 (New Zealand Legislation, 2019).
Human choices and socio-economic activities are key drivers of climate change, increasing greenhouse
gases at atmospheric concentrations that create global warming. Greenhouse gases can remain in the
atmosphere for thousands of years, impacting future generations. We are not doing well; between
1990 and 2015, New Zealand’s greenhouse gas emissions increased 40%, whereas French, Swedish
and UK CO2 emissions reduced 11%, 25% and 26%, respectively (World Resources Institute, 2018).
This paper highlights nascent initiatives in emissions mitigation. Using examples of organisations
which are signatories to the Climate Leaders Coalition (CLC), we overview current challenges and
opportunities for sustainable economic growth. Organisational applications are outlined as
operational and strategic approaches to partnership solutions. These solutions/suggested models are
particularly relevant for tertiary learning institutions, as we study, teach and model sustainability,
given that three out of four graduates seek environmentally and socially responsible employers ("3/4
of millennials would take a pay cut to work for a socially responsible company" Sustainable Brands,
2016). Learning organisations must reflect these global, national and learner-led imperatives if they
themselves wish to be sustainable.

Research Methodology
Organisations vary considerably in sustainability approaches; this research looks at several leading
New Zealand firms as exemplars of distinctive actions relating to sustainability in order to present an
argument for the importance of this topic and its inclusion within tertiary curricula. Secondary data
was sourced from scholarly journals published from 2016, expert opinions and analyses reported in
the media, and documents from government agencies and associations. Google Scholar was searched
using phrases ‘New Zealand sustainable organisations’ and ‘Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon)
Amendment Act’. A representative, filtered scan of sourced papers offered a referenced overview of
emission mitigation issues, creating a foundation from which to contextualise emissions realities,
integrating:
 Topics in New Zealand’s emerging emissions ecosystem
 Replicable initiatives were examined for inclusion
 Carbon emission mitigation in Aotearoa was favoured
 Collaborative partnership techniques
 Innovative approaches were sought-out
 Relevance for learning organisations
 Recency of publication, with this fast-evolving topic

It is important to recognise the unique moment in which this research was undertaken, in a post Covid
‘snapshot in time’ with border restrictions and yet-to-be-revealed impacts on socio-economic and
environmental indices. Many of the studies and articles cited discuss the need to accelerate climate
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change action, while re-evaluating new existing economic realities. This is, therefore, an evolving field
of study.

Findings: Sustainability Initiatives in Firms
New Zealand releases 80 million tonnes of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere annually, with just
10 companies responsible for around two-thirds of the national total (Mitchell, 2019). New Zealand’s
CLC was launched July 2018 to foster collective climate change action through business leadership,
aiming to transition to an emission reduction economy. The original joint statement, signed by 107
leaders, including some of the major emitters, commits to voluntary action on climate change, public
reporting of greenhouse gas emissions, and setting reduction targets via suppliers. Zero Carbon Act
Legislation sends clear directional messages prompting strategic focus, especially for emissions
measurement.
Climate Change Commission member organisations also contribute to monitoring progress towards
Paris Agreement targets (Morton, 2020). In the Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), participating
companies report emission units per CO2 tonnes and credits are paid to the government. ETS covers
forestry, energy, industry and waste, but not pastoral agriculture, although this sector emits almost
as much greenhouse gases as the energy sector. The ETS reform includes the Permanent Forests NZ
strategy, which develops forests to create carbon credits (https://www.permanentforests.com). The
exact emission levels of ETS participants are confidential (MacManus & Nadkarni, 2019) but the
Climate Change Commission creates greater impetus for signatories to produce third party reports,
made publicly available. Many of the initiatives reported here are positive moves, but acknowledged
as beginnings only. As Leining et al. (2020) note, carbon offsetting is an imperfect, but good
transitional initiative. Reliance on vehicles must be curbed for meet ZCA targets and firms will need to
make sizable investments in innovation.
Within the constraints of these challenges, CLC signatories’ responses are building a knowledge base
to leverage scientific action. Some of these are now considered.

Allbirds
Post-lockdown during the Covid-19 pandemic response, and returning to work, it is ironic that walking
raises emissions. Yet globally the footwear industry is a major polluter at all stages of the supply chain;
the average running shoe has a carbon footprint of 13.6kg CO2.
Allbirds are famous for the iconic Wool Runner. Founders, former New Zealand soccer player Tim
Brown and American biotech engineer Joey Zwillinger, partnered with Adidas to produce a shoe which
would reduce 700 tonnes of CO2 emissions in a quest to make a zero-carbon performance shoe. By
changing manufacturing processes, combining new technologies and renewable materials, the Allbirds
partners are lauded as creators and catalysts for change, setting novel industry standards and practices
(Shaw, 2020).

Air New Zealand
Aviation engines emit CO2, CO, hydrocarbons, nitrogen plus sulphur oxides, lead and black carbon, so
that emissions reduction is an international industry concern. New Zealand’s national airline is a CLC
founding signatory and leader in sustainability action. Commentators in this country and overseas
often acknowledge the performance of Air New Zealand as a business is inextricably linked to the
wider aspirations and ‘wellness of the nation’, in annual sustainability reports and the Greenhouse Gas
Inventory Report, in accordance with the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (World Resources Institute, 2004)
Carbon reduction initiatives include investment in a modern and efficient fleet, fuel efficiency, route
optimisation and tailored arrivals and departures, and the FlyNeutral programme which allows
customers to offset their Air New Zealand flights (Air New Zealand, 2020). Air New Zealand won the
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supreme award at our national sustainable business awards in 2019 and was named ‘Eco airline of the
year’ at the World Airline Industry Awards. During the Coronavirus recovery, AIR emissions have been
temporarily slashed, an impact that will have to be factored into reporting of progress towards targets
going forward.

Z Energy
Z Energy defines sustainability as “acting in a way that benefits the future of the neighbourhoods we
operate in and the planet we live on. We think it’s good for business, good value and good sense” (Z
Energy, 2020).
Oil companies are huge contributors to the climate crisis and New Zealand’s second biggest CO 2
emitter. Z Energy recognises they are part of the problem, but through membership of the CLC, are
committed to supporting the solution. Z Energy positions itself as a “transport energy company not a
fuel company… providing our customers alternatives to fossil fuels” (Z Energy, 2020). Mike Bennetts,
Z Energy’s CEO, sees the way forward as combining digital, innovation, and productivity strategies. Z
Energy has built the first commercial scale biodiesel plant (now in hibernation), provides EV-chargers
at stations and is focussed on reducing emissions from shipping and its electric fleet of corporate cars
(Z Energy, 2020). The Z app shows carbon impacts; drivers can make offset contributions towards
Permanent Forests NZ.

Spark Energy
Spark is another large corporate organisation working on scalable, pan-corporate action on a ‘mission
to Carbon Zero’, using technical, social and commercial applications on carbon and climate. Initiatives
include hosting weekend events (e.g. www.climate-x.org) linking dedicated, talented people to create
and deploy actionable emissions projects. Spark is using FutureFit, NZ’s first-ever gamified carbon
calculator (“New frontier”, 2019)

The Warehouse Group
The Warehouse is New Zealand’s largest retailer, and has been measuring emissions since 2010, with
an aim to reduce carbon emissions by 32% by 2030. Accessing the Low Emission Vehicle Contestable
Fund, the Warehouse has an extensive EV-charger network. The Warehouse Group is New Zealand’s
first large company and the third major retailer in the world to go ‘carbon neutral’, improving logistics
and supplier networks, regenerating almost 3 million native trees and gaining CarboNZero
certification.

Fonterra
In 2013, Fonterra, New Zealand’s global dairy nutrition company, used 400,000+ tonnes of coal,
emitting 1,000,000+ tonnes of CO2 producing milk powder (Hutching, 2016). Fonterra is well aware
of the size of the challenge in announcing a global net zero emissions target by 2050, with a 30%
reduction by 2030. Fonterra fuels tankers with biofuels, uses 100 electric vehicles and reduces
livestock emissions by becoming more productive with fewer cows (Neilson, 2017). The Zero Carbon
Act has separate targets for biogenic methane from its 2050 targets, a compromise to which farmers
were ‘vehemently opposed’.
Further changes targeted by the organisation and the farmershareholders include:





Better farm-level carbon monitoring/accounting on biological emissions
Large farms need low compliance cost ETS
Methane inhibiting treatments are being developed
Changes to feeds and tree planting magnify emission benefits
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Ngāi Tahu Holdings
Ngāi Tahu Holdings offers an example of Māori response to sustainable environmental management.
One highly contested area is the competing views over waterways and rivers. Hydro generation
disputes and use of water for dairy and industry have caused clashes with Māori water sovereignty
rights. In a world-first, the Whanganui River gained ‘legal personhood’ with Māori and governmental
guardians; the Waikato River is similarly co-governed to protect its vital role in renewable energy
transition (Ruckstuhl, 2018). Geothermal resources have important social and economic roles for
Māori; in whakapapa (genealogy), oil and gas are descendants of Parawhenuamea and Putoto, with
mauri (lifeforce). In Māoridom, people and forests created by Tāne are fundamentally connected, a
very different perspective to that of business which sees such elements as ‘resources’ to be ‘accounted
for’. Solutions are not straight-forward and carbon-offset schemes have been criticised as causing
harm to the interests of indigenous people (Ruckstuhl et al., 2014).
Ngāi Tahu Holdings is re-establishing the economic base of Ngāi Tahu tribal people in New Zealand’s
South Island, following settlement of historical grievances with the Crown in 1998. Its approach is
long-term, maintaining a balance with the natural environment. One approach is the active
membership in the CLC of the Ngāi Tahu Farming, Ngāi Tahu Seafood and Ngāi Tahu Tourism business
arms.
In September 2017, Ngāi Tahu held an inaugural climate change symposium, to discuss new
perspectives on issues such as marae resilience and mahinga ‘kai and wai’. Food security, toxic waste
and land erosion were identified as growing problems. Regional climate change concerns were also
seen as critical by both rangatira (leaders) and youth, as captured in one televised address: “This young
generation is the first to grow up with an imminent climate change realisation; action must occur now”
(Douglas, 2019).
Mike Sang, Ngāi Tahu Holdings CEO says "We know we cannot do this alone; we are committed to this
journey as we want to ensure we create an Aotearoa that future generations can be proud of. Mō
tātou, ā mō kā uri ā muri ake nei - for us and our children after us” (Climate Leaders Coalition, 2019a).

In summary
There are now 107 organisations in the CLC, offering a ‘trusted space’ for discussion, ideation and
innovation to accelerate emissions mitigation, supported by the Sustainable Business Council. Sharing
is happening: as Tony Gibson, Ports of Auckland CEO, stated, “Until joining the CLC, it was somewhat
lonely out there and we were very isolated form other companies’ initiatives around climate change…
this has made our journey a lot easier” (Climate Leaders Coalition, 2019b). Small businesses too can
access insights and resources; this ‘trickle-down’ effect is important, as the large majority of New
Zealand businesses are small and significantly impacted by compliance and Covid-19 issues. The CLC
Climate-X programme holds promise for grassroots initiatives like those described above, where
experts and individuals partner “on a mission to deliver innovation, systems, products and new
behaviours to take New Zealand toward Carbon Zero” (Climate Leaders Coalition, 2019b). See Table
1 for a synopsis of emissions initiatives and partnerships outlined in this section of the paper.
Table 1. Emissions initiatives and partnerships, predominantly within New Zealand
‘Sustainable Firms’
Allbirds: zero-carbon shoe
Air New Zealand

‘Emissions Initiatives’
 Manufacturing redesign
 New technology/renewables
 Annual reporting, third party review
 Operations efficiency/biofuels/offsets

‘Emissions Partnerships’
 Adidas: co-creators/catalysts
 Carbon neutral supply chain.
 Airways New Zealand/CAA
 SCION; Sust. Aviation Fuel U.G.
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Z Energy
Spark
The Warehouse Group
Fonterra
Ngāi Tahu Holdings

 Commercial biodiesel plant; EV stations
 Digital innovation for productivity
 Climate-X innovation work-stream
 FutureFit gamification app
 Emissions reduced ops and supply chain
Carbon Credits, Native forest planting
 Biofuel tankers/EV fleet
 R&D methane inhibition
 Ngāi Tahu Climate Strategy
 Ngāi Tahu climate change symposium

 biofuel experimentation – AIR
 SCION; Sust. Aviation Fuel U.G.
 RE:MOBILE programme
 Sustainable Coastlines
 CarboNZero certification
 Carbon reduced supply chain.
 Farms: emissions profile, 2021
 Farm Environment Plans
 NT Farming, Seafood, Tourism
 Papatipu Rūnanga

Analysis of Findings: Applications to Model-leading Practice
The CLC helps model numerous ways our future organisations can optimise partnerships to align with
global agreement, governmental policy and industry trends. This synergistic coalition employs
partnership contribution to propel growth, thereby leveraging knowledge, people and resources to
drive sustainable organisational growth (Orr, 2018). Associated benefits for society and stakeholders
include:
 Climate conscious consumers, desiring ‘intergenerational justice’
 Post-Covid investors, wanting to readdress appropriate risk and reward
 Insurers and directors of boards, assessing price risk in a dynamic environment
 Regulators or government, demand risk mitigation and constraints with new expectations
 Humanity, desiring security and quality of life for generations to come.
As public reporting becomes more transparent, consistent and aligned nationally, the hope of the CLC
is that momentum will build and new leadership initiatives will be sparked. Learning is, or should be,
the operational norm in organisations, and ongoing analysis such as that contained in this paper will
help to showcase opportunities for initiatives and partnerships that our graduates may soon be a part
of. We need to teach our students to distinguish between ‘greenwashing’, which can destroy brands,
and tangible, synergistic progress achieved through step change and ideation. Focus areas for those
interested in following, learning and teaching about sustainability might include the opportunities,
initiatives and strategies shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Indicative operational and strategic opportunities of emissions initiatives and
partnerships
Opportunities
Operational
Disruption in Operations
Operational
Productivity Engagement
Operational
Input Price and Regulatory
Strategic
Business Model Proposition
Strategic
Brand Differentiation
Strategic
Stranded Asset
Reallocation

Initiatives
Systems Redesign
Digital and Intelligence
Measuring, Monitoring, Auditing
Operational Efficiencies
Technical Enhancement
Governmental Lobbying
Line-in-the-Sand Visionary Goals
Waste Redeployment
First-mover Campaigns
Synergistic Profile-raising
Stakeholder Convergence
Leadership Affiliation/Orientation
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Partnerships
Global Collaboration
Product Co-creation
Inter-industry Synergies
Subsidiary Interactions
Industry Group Associations
Certification Support
Scientific Innovation
Coalition Partnerships
Social Good Affiliations
Research and Development Support
Supply Chain Alliances
Provider Strategic Alignment
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For students of sustainable economic growth, there is much to learn in every industry, community and
in our daily lives. Perhaps hands-on approaches can construct something new, as we encourage our
learners to be “problem-solvers, thinkers, creators, planner and practitioners, who work together to
make every day better” (Climate Leaders Coalition, 2020). A useful case-study here might be the
example offered by Beca engineers and designers, one of the largest professional services consultancy
firms in the Asia-Pacific region.

Beca
Beca, another member of the CLC family, has business interests across industrial, transport,
government, defence, water, power and construction. The opportunity for sustainability
improvements is huge; old building stock emits 20% of our carbon pollution (The climate leaders
coalition, 2019). Beca see the power of collaboration through networks, problem-sharing, and joint
solutions.
Sharing industry insight with students is key for Beca’s Sustainability Advisor, Ben Mayer; who sees
the challenge as more social and political than technical. By reducing their carbon footprint, using
science-based, absolute carbon emissions reduction targets, Beca gains the credibility to impact other
organisations including supply chain firms via client interactions. One area of current interest is
indirect business travel emissions and employee commute. The coronavirus restrictions to trade have
thrust business online, so once longer-term, aspirational solutions have become more real and
palatable. Other areas of focus for Beca include novel waste strategies, green power generation, fleet
renewal and management. Beca considers a long-term, ‘whole of life’ carbon model important,
including operational carbon (operations and asset maintenance emissions) and capital carbon (asset
creation emissions) (CLC, 2020).
There is learning in terms of project planning, initiation, development and procurement stages, with
structured decision-making models, linked to project and organisational aims. Design, construction
and operations phases embed the influential sustainability outcomes to achieve targeted emissions
reduction (www.beca.com). Industry collaboration alongside learning organisations is vital, making
the study of this organisation for students a clear example of applied sustainability management.

Conclusions: Constructing Something New
Curbing carbon emissions will largely depend on national commitment to actionable steps in realising
visionary goals, including economic dependence on greenhouse gas-related industries, policies and
procedures around the use and promotion of emission-reducing technologies. Without the ability or
incentives to measure emissions, the government will have difficulty in determining whether its policy
framework is having a positive impact and whether we are on track to meet the targeted Zero Carbon
Act goals. New Zealand’s organisations – from large corporates to small and medium-sized enterprises
- must collaborate to mitigate collective emissions.
What can learning organisations do, in the broader, dynamic context? Students of all ages aspire to
become involved and to lead change, and we need to provide them with the tools and awareness to
do so. Organisations can drive change. Leadership needs collaboration; it is a smart, sustainable,
resource-conscious growth strategy.
The focus of this paper is on sustainability through innovative models and emissions partnerships,
such as the pragmatic experimentation shown by the eight profiled organisations. As Adrian Orr,
Governor of the reserve Bank of New Zealand noted in his opening address at the launch of the CLC in
2018:
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New Zealand is too small to follow another model. New Zealand is too big not to model
leadership. We can be a brand leader on climate change in the world given our starting point,
… kaitiaki in spirit, young, have a strong moral compass, and have strong rule of law. We have
least to lose and most to gain (Orr, 2018).
In our tertiary environment we need to share this story. Every firm must become a learning
organisation; we must all become students of sustainability for the sake of the planet.
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